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ABSTRACT

The Use of Computers jn Pla-nning: Land Use Models

Kenneth John Whitwell

This thesis examines severaf areas of computer usage in

Community Plarning, with particular emphasis on the state

of the art of urban systems modeling. Several examples

of computer model usage are reviewed, and arr evaluation

is made of the useful¡ess of this particular tool in the

practice of community planning.

The paper concludes that models provide. a method of or-

ganizing various theories concerning the functioning and

growth of urban activity systems, æd a means of gaining

lcrowledge about the many rel-ationships involved. The use

of these models to achieve specific predictions concernilg

the growbh of any particular city or regi-on ruls into problems

of accuracy, data reliability and u.ne>qpected situations, as

well as being hanLpered by the lack of comprehensive theories

of url:an systems,
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CHAPTM, I

INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Organization

The purpose of this paper is to exami¡.e the usage of computers

and therrsystems-analysisrr approach, a:rd to provide a short sunrey of

the present state of the art of urban systems model-s in Community

Pla:ming. Particular emphasis has been placed on the application of

computers to simulate community growth or change through the use of

Land Use or Simulation Models. The usefulness of the modeÌi:rg tech-

nique will be evaluated, and the implication for the future of the

methodology of community plan:ring will be examj:red i¡ the light of

recent developments in both computer hardware and in the programnr-ing

or software capabilities.

The paper is divided i-nto five main sections. The first section

exarrr-lnes the concept of models and modeling in general, and deternri:res

the place that computer models hold in the overall cl-ass of models.

Having set the basis for models i-n section one, sections two and three

are an introduction to computers. Section two reviews the history

of computers and provides a brief description of hardware capabilities

as well as explaining the logic alld lirritations of these machines.

Section three examines uses, both historic and crirrent, of computers

in plaruing, Such topics as accounting procedures, statistical tech-

niques, napping and graphing, information storage and retrieval, and

-f-
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geocoding are covered in this section.

The fourth section is the heart of this paper. This section

reviews and evaluates a particular example of computer use: that of

Larid Use or Growth Allocation Models. The development of this tech-

nique from i-ts begir:nings as an offshoot of traJfic models is traced,

and the empirical a:rd mathematicaf foundations of the type of model,

and the underlying assumptions arrd view of society that are inherent

in the model structure, aTe examined. Several concepts of popula-

tion growth and the model desi-gns associated with them, particularly

those from university research centres, are examined in order to

attempt to trace the direction of future developments.

The fifth section is basi-cally a sunmary of the findings of the

paper. In addition, however, it attempts to show how the use of com-

puter models as a planning tool fits in with the more conventional tools

of the planning profession. The overall costs and benefits of computer

usage and the associated systems techni-ques are assessed from the stand-

point of the community planner. New techniques and developments in

computers and programming, trends in usage, md current research pro-

jects in modeling are combi:red to produce a possible picture of the

future uses of computers and the changes in plaruring emphasis that wil-l

resul-t from the application of these developments.
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0rientati-on

The orientation of this paper i_s threefold: one, as an academic

exercise, the subject matter is critically examined, arrd careful logical

steps in the development of the thesis are followed. References are

checked and aclcrowledged and a great deal- of materi-al i-s gathered j-nto

one paper for the edification of the reader. Secondly, i_t is an

attempt to provide useful information to the practising planner or

planning student. It provides an overview or resume of the subject

of computer usage in plaruring, as wel-l as a more detailed account of

the application and concepts of Growth Allocation Model-s. However,

even in the detailed parts, the paper is written by a plamer, for

planners, ffid in the larrguage of planning, rather than in a mathemati-

cal or computer-systems oriented terminology. Fi_natly, this paper is

directed to computer experts and systems engi-neers, not as ari attempt

to i-nform them of computer or modeling concepts, but rather to help

them urdersta:rd the needs and requirements of plarurers in the area of

computer oriented techniques.

Introductory Note

In the section on Land Use Model_s, particular emphasis is placed

on the Enpiric Model as devel-oped by Traffic Research Corporation,

now, Kates, Peat, Marr,uick arrd Co. in Canada. This model was used

successfully in Boston and at the time of writing this paper the

company was in the final stages of a land use study of Metropolitan



Itlinnipeg using a variant of the Boston model. At one time it was

hoped that this paper could include a writeup of a land use study on

which the author had assisted. Unfortunately, for various reasons

the particular modeling application involved did not proceed beyond

the preliminary investigation stage, arrd so this paper is restricted

for its data to published reports, books, and. documents.l

1-See Appendi:c C, p, TlO, f or further i¡formation.



CHAPTER II

MODELS AND MODELN\TG

Introduction

Conceptually, a model can be viewed as a means of representing

some aspect of reality. A model is not a duplication of all aspects

of the reality being portrayed, but rather an abstraction of those

factors from the total which are necessary to, solve the problem or

achieve the goal for which the model was designed.

A model can be a theory or a law or an hypothesis
or a structured idea; it can be a role or atÌ
equation or a synthesis of data; it can be a
reasoning about the real world by means of trans-
lations in space (to give spatial_mod.els) or in
tjme (to give historical moàels).r

0f course, it can, with equal ease, be a three dimensi-onal object

which physically and visually depicts a real-world entity. In any

case, a model is a rrsimplified structuring of reality which presents

supposedly significant features or relationships in a generalized

form. "2 Because some factors are excluded to obscure incidental de-

tail and highlight fundamental aspects, models have varyi-ng degrees

of probabitity and a limited range of conditions over which they apply.

The applicability of a model to a given situation nmst be known

i¡ order to evaluate the correctness of the model?s conclusions. Also,

lRichard, J. Chorley and Peter Haggett (ed.),
in GeographI, (London: Methuen & Co., L967 ), p.

t* -'Ibid,, Þ. 22.

Socio-Economic Models

tr- )-

2L.
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because of the selectivity of the input factors, a model is constantly

in need of improvement as ner^/ relationships and factors appear, or

as changes take place in the relative importance of the included re-

lati-onships.

A successful model is thus one which eliminates all of the u:r-

necessary detail and concentrates only on that which is essential to

fulfill its purpose, and one where the relationships included in the

model are speclfic and precise enough to generate a high level of

accuracy. Unfortunately, it often happens that a successful model is

very hard to modify. Because the structuring is so tight, and all

the relationships so precise, the introduction of a new variable

necessitates the complete restructuring of all the relationships in

the old model in order to maintain the sa;ne level of accuracy. A

more loosely-knit model, with a greater degree of slack in its para-

meter values and perhaps a "fuilge-factorrr to handle unexplained

variances, nright not provide the same accuracy as the successful model-

but it could be modified with new information without a complete re-

writing of all its equations.

Planners and Models

To many planners, the concept of a model conjures up a picture

of a three dimensional object depicting the layout of a new housing

development or a neïI building. This particular emphasis may be related

to the number of architects who are involved to some degree in the

planning field, and who, traditionally, have viewed themselves as

the designers of structures, This viewpoint may also be part of
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a strean of thought in planning which sees physical goals regarding

the layout and structure of community activity which are to be achieved.

This could be d.escribed as the Utopian view of planning.l Both of

these viewpoints are, however, somewhat blirtd to the characteristj-cs

and motlvations of the people that are supposed to inhabit either the

building or the community.

To the exbent that people are involved or planned for, they are

seen to possess those characteristics that would be jn harmony with

the ideal plan or situatj-on. One consj-deration which seems necessary

j-n an ideal society is a type of social organization that encourages

people to behave in social-ly beneficial ways, but can permit within

its ideal structure contrary patterns of behavj-our. For example,

in a Utopian society, what challenges exist for the yormg? If the

ideal situation has been achieved, then by definition any change would

be for the worse arrd would have to be prevented. How does one cope

with boredom? If a pattern of action is developed where each man

(as in Utopia) need work but six hours a day, what does he do in the

rest of his time, &d what does he have to look forward to i¡r the

years ahead? Finally, if over time a society is developed which is

I'U:!9.É,, written by Sir Thomas More in L5L6, describes a¡ ideal
agricultural society in a perpetual state of harmony. Not only is there
no descri-ption of the process by which the present society changes to
the ídeal, there is also no j-ndication of what types of change would
take place after the ideal is reached. Utopia, like Platots The_lç.pub.-
lic, does not contain any idea of social dyoamics; althought p"opl"
may fill different positions within the system, the framework of the
society remains unchanged. For a fictional account of what befalls
a society in equilibrium see A¡m Rand, Anthem, (New York: Random House
Inc,, 1948).
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static and unchanging, how does this society react to external ideas

and intrusions, to say nothi:rg of outside threats?

The emphasis of the Utopian planner appears to be on physical

structures; how do plans or structures relate to the day-to-day

ideas, actions, hopes, plans, ffid enjo¡rment of the inhabitants?

After the final plan has been completed, the houses painted, the

courtyards landscaped, the grass cut, the flowers planted and the

shade trees put in place, then a few people, always happy, smiling,

pleasantly dressed, unhuruied, and with angelic jntent are added to

round out the picture. The results, if the plan is put into effect,

are disasterous. Monumental public housing projects, out of scale to

the lnhabitants, and with little nooks and crannies to encourage

crimj-nal activity, are one result. An example of this situation

can be found in the public housing in St. Louis, Missouri. Uni-versity

Avenue in Toronto, an example of a wel} plarr-ned street, with height

restrictions on buildings, prohibi-tions of signs, wide open spaces

with trees, flowers, and boulevards, is an empty wasteland with all

the human interest of a graveyard: Yonge Street, r.rnplarrned, noisy,

garishly lit and crowded, provides a heart and centre of interest to

many of the people of the city. Yonge Street could be improved, of

course, but to prevent this improvement from destroying the human

interest, (in ttie way traditional planners are trying to rrimproverl

Torontots Yorkville by tearing doi,m dirty coffee houses and building

clean parking garages) ttre plarrning for Yonge Street must be a step-

by-step process in keeping with the desires and interests of the people
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who are supposed to benefit from the plannerls handiwork.

In this context of model thought and social viewpoint, the pre-

disposition of some planners to place great emphasis on the preparation,

design'axd use of maps is worth mentioni¡g. Like a physical mod.el, a

map is also a static tool, a snap-shot of reality which, while cap-

turi:rg the si-tuation at a given moment, provides little or no infor-

mation as to the process by which the pictured situation was arcived

at, how it is changing, and whether or not it is functioning properly

according to some scal-e of judgement.

Change in Model Enphasis

The change in the emphasis in model t¡pe came about duri-ng and

after the introduction of computers into general use. This is not

because of the lack of need before that time, although there is some

truth to that point, but rather because the development of complex

models requires a mearrs of handling large quantities of data in a

short period of time, This handling ability permits the testing

of academic concepts, e>çerimenting with new ideas, and the applica-

tion of theories to real- life situations.

Basically, the change in model use is part of the trend away from

placing i:nportance on rrwhat isrr to placi:rg it on rrwhat changes.; from

objects to the vari-ous relationships between objects. Although static

representations are useful to provide checkpoints, they no more portray

the situation in art urban environment tha¡r a picture communicates the

history and progress of a motoring holiday.
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rn the plaruri:rg profession this change in emphasis is the change

from physical objects and plans of subdivision to computer traffic
models, urban simulation and land. use models; from static goals and

predictions to conditional and probabilistic objectives. The change

is away from the plarr:rer who feels that his professional imowledge

entitles him to make long range plans and. goals for the society; away

from the planner who is convinced that he lmows what is good for people

better tha:r the people themselves or their elected representatives.

rt is a change towards the situation where the planner acts as a re-

source person, working with the people of the city, helping them to

achieve their immediate goals white at the same tj:ne, with his wi_der

field of vision and interest, preventirrg the conflicts between d.ifferent

points of view that can arise if planning is l_eft to self interest

groups. It is a change a'hray from a society with knor^m and relative_

ly unchanging goals and values, to one with a wid.e variety of values,

often in direct oppositi-on, which, i-n addition, are in a constant

state of change.

Systems Analysis

The change from a stati-c viewpoint of reality, where change is

an anomaly, to that of reality as a situation of constant charrge,

required the i¡troduction of a way of organizing a series of con-

stantly changing impressions so that some sense and order could. be

made of them. This method of organizing a number of changing situa-

tions is lmown as systems analysis.
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One definition of a system is as follows:

An abstract system, or simply a system S, is a partially
interconnected set of abstract objects a1: a2, a3....,
termed the components of S. The components of S may be
oriented or nonoriented; they may be finite or infinite
in number; and each of them may be associated wilh a
finite or infinite number of termi-nal variables.l

Other definitions have been less mathematical; one for systems analy-

sis states: I'Systems analysis 1s the selection of elements, rela-

tionships, and procedures to achieve a specific purpose.rr2 Let us

say that a system is composed of elements or objects, the relation-

ships between these objects, üd the rules which govern the changes

in the relationships. Systems analysis would then be the selection

of objects or relationships associated with a given problem in order

to study them and deterrnine the laws that operate within the system,

other relationships and objects that were unk¡rol,m at the start, and

possibly, the relationship between the studied system and others.

Systems a:ralysis was first, used by the United States army to

organize and overcome the problems of logistics during the Second

lirlorl-d llrlar.3 Great numbers of men and a vast amor:nt of material was

in constant movement from one part of the world to another. Not only

had the army to keep track of who and what were where, and what field

commander needed certai-n men and materials, but the movement pattern

had to be changed constantly as new priorities, enemy activity or

ll,olfi ,q. Zadeh and Charles A. Desoer, Linear ÞyetgA lheory: A

State Space Approach, (New York: McGraw-Hil

2vrn Corrt Hare, Systems Analysis: A Diagnostic Approach, (New York:
Brace & lilorld, Inc., L967), p. ix.

3Johtr hI. Dycianan, rrPlanning and Decision Theoryrr, Journal of the. u Y vrurrq¡r. ¡ !@{a.4rÉ Gfs -y . 

-=jjY==:_Ameriçen trrstilule of flanners, UVII, no. )+, (Novert,,ber Ig6L), P.337.
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political maneuvering took place. The method of organizing such a

si-tuation is to conceive of it as a system with men and materials

moving from place to place, virtually ignoring the stocks of men or

material that exist at any gi-ven moment in time or place in space,

and to concentrate on the fÌow and flow characteristics of the en-

tities through the system.

This concept of viewing a part of reality as a system of enti-

ti-es or transactions movi¡g through a series of steps or blocks has

the advantage that it can be represented mathematically if hmits

can be established to the rates of flow and amounts of stock in any

one location. Thus the representation of the system becomes a series

of mathematical functions and equations. As with all equations,

different weighting values, fwrctions and inputs can be tried e:çeri-

mentally in order to understand better the internal workings of the

system, and to predict the actual results if certain þSpothetical

changes took place in the real system. By abstracting a:rd determin-

ing correlations between various pieces of i:rformation and activities,

and then by interpreting the results, the e>çerimenter can gain in-

sight into the workings and causal- relationships within the system.

Probabilistic Models

In attempting to fit strict mathematical equations to the inter-

acti-ons of reality, it soon became apparent that certain si-tuations

were not capable of representation in a simple, deterministic way.

Questions of highway design, shopping centre parking l-ot size, or the
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nunber of ticket windows required

number of probabilistic variables

any understandable way.

theatre centre all involve a

may or may not be related in

The technique of handling such situations as these involves care-

ful study to determine the rarìge of values for every step in the

total- system. For example, if the goal is to construct a shopping

centre parking lot that will be abl-e to inoi:d 95% of the total nurnber

of cars which want to use it on the busi-est day of the week, one must

determine the frequency of the aruival of automobiles at each hour

throughout the day, and get maxjflum, minimum and mean arrival rates.

These figures, plus the absolute number of cars expected, could be

determined on a ratio basis from another shopping centre in the area.

The second point to determine would be the average and statistical

distribution figures for the amount of time that people take jn

walking to and from thej-T car, and to and from the various stores,

Obviously, the various types of weather conditions would a-ffect the

length of time spent in window shopping, and in walking from store

to store. Nexb, one must deterrnine the average tlme that a shopper

spends doing his siropping. This tjme is related to the type of shopping,

to the type of store, &d to the crowding of the store and the sales

desks. It soon becomes apparent that as the parkJ-ng lot becomes more

crowded, the length of time that the average car spends i-n the lot in-

creases due to the congestion both in the l-ot and irr the stores. To

determine the number of cars that would want to use such a parking lot

;* ^rll d

that
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using a ra,rì.dom nr.nnber to deterrnine the arrival raLe - the number of

arrivals, úd the length of time that an individual car ïiould. remain

in the lot. Ruri:ring through the simulation once for each car it is

possible to determine for that day the maximum number of cars i:r the

lot, or wishing to enter the lot, at any one time. such a calculation

by hand, for about a thous¿nd cars, would take at least two hours"

However, to achieve useful averages and to deterrnine peaks, it would

ha nanecconrr *n simulate severa] hunrireri rJ¡ws. As e¡ch st,en of thevv slrrq¿a v vr er rrwrqr vq qGJ p , nÐ uovlt Ð uvy vI

calculation invol-ves a probability, such a series of runs would in-

dicate the maximum number of cars when all figures, (arrival rate,

duration, weather and congestion) were at their maxjmum value. In

addition, such a series of calculations would show what percentage

of the time each number of cars was reached, rf g5% were the goal fi-

gure, then a parking l-ot size coul-d be determined in which that per-

eent¡s'e eoll'ld finrl nrr.l¿ino'qn:ne nn f.ho r^raaÞ1c ¡o.1. ¡l^-'¿ !¿rv lJar r!r1¡ó oy@vv v¡f urtç yvçgÂ'Ð jJ9dÂ qd,J ,

Due to the large number of calculations involved, and the time

required to perforrn them, the science of probabilistic sjmulation

had to wait for the arrival of computers before it could be used"

This type of modeling has become the special activity of Operations

Research, and is used in many activiti-es where the required figures

cannot be determined explicitly and where causal refationships are

irnknown. Operatj-ons Research is a phrase coined during World'War T\¡ro

which has been replaced by a succession of other names since.
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ft is now called by its original name again and there is even an

Operations Research Society. 0.R. could be defiled as a sub-set

of systems analysis concerned with those systems which include pro-

bability distributi-ons and which ca¡not be solved by deterninistic

equations. Phrased slightly differently:-

0.R. is the application of scientific methods, techniques
and tools to problems involving the operations of a system
so as to provide those in control of the system with optimum
solutions to the problems.l

Such situations usually involve the operations of people, where pre-

dictions of the actions of one individual are not possible, but over-

all averages, rates and distribution functions can be determined for

large groups of people. To aid the person usi_ng such a system of

modeling, the large computer companies have devetoped special pre-

written package progra.tns. The package developed by IBM is lmoun as

the General Purpose systems simulator (cpss)2. A coding language has

been developed to use this program, and the end result is that the

user need only describe the steps in the procedure and the averages

and probabilities as deterrnined by observation, and the program does

all the calculations and produces many statistical figures and sum-

maries as outpu'u. Although such a technique would seem to be a

fC.W. Churchman, _R.L. Ackoff and E.L. Arnoff , Introduclion to
Operations Research, (New York: Jolm hliley & Sons, tnc., t9571, p.::e.

)_<General P"rpo"" Si-"frtio" SVr ts Manual, (White
Plains ent
#uzo-o326.
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natural tool for planners who must deal with large numbers of people

and rnany probabilistic distributions, md although the programs have

been used frequently and successfutty by ma:ry industries to plan such

thi-ttgs as layout or nurnber of pumps in a roadside service station,

GPSS, to the best lcrowledge of the author, is not being used by any

pla:rning department j-n Ca:rada.

Cybernetics

One other general area of modeling is that of cybernetics.

Actually, cybernetics might be more accurately thought of as a method

of controlling real- world processes rather than representing those

processes in a syinbolic or abstract way, However, the theory and

concepts of cybernetics represent a real-time model, and the actual

application of the model as a control process could be viewed as a¡.

i-ncidental operation.

Cybernetics is the science of control and commr:nication, and the

name itself means rrsteersmanship'r. Many of the theories involved are

complex and mathematical, but one sirnpler aspect is the concept of

feed-back. This is applicable to a dynamic system, and involves the

mechanism whereby results of an operati-on at some point affect a pre-

vious step or sieps of the process, thus changing the process so that

the next results are di-fferent than they would otherwise have been,

fn a simple qualitative example, as the output i¡.creases, a change

is made in the process to slow dovm the production, while as the
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output decreases, the production is speeded up. This is known as

negative feedback, arid results i:t oscillations in the rate of produc-

ti-on. Such oscillations may eventually disappear or dampen as the

production rate becomes such that the output attempts neither to speed

it up or slow it dovm, 0n the other hand, the oscillations might be-

come more and more pronounced if the reactions to the first signal

are so large that they produce even stronger signals the next time.

This is an example of art unstable negative feedback. 0n the other

hand, the feedback might be such that activities of a certain type

generate a signal for increased production of that type of activity.

Such a process is called positive feedback, or growth, æd continues

until some limit is met, or untif some other process takes over. The

parking 1ot which becomes more congested as more people use the stores,

becomes even more congested because of the longer duration due to

crowding within the stores, then more congested still due to the line-

ups of cars tryilg to get in and out of the lot. Thus traffic con-

festion is a positive feedback and continues until some other process

takes place, namely more drivers returni-ng home or going elsewhere.

Cybernetics is concerned wi-th rrmachinesrr , electronic, mechanical,

neural or econorn-i-c; and deals with how these machines operate il a

generalised sense. The greatest use of cybernetics has been in the

biological sciences, as an aid to understanding how individual enti-

ties and groups or colonies grow, change and adapt to changi:rg condi-

tions and stimuli. The basi-c question of cybernetics is rrWhy this
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particular result and not some other?Ìl

Cybernetics envisages a set of possibilities much wider
tha¡r the actuaÌ, and then asks why the particular case
should conform to its usual particular restri-ction. In
this discussion, questions of energy play almost no
part -- the energy is simply taken for granted. Even
whether the system is closed to energy or open is often
irrelevant; what is important is the extent to which
the system is subject to determ-ining and controlling
factors. So no information or signal or determining
factor may pass from part to part without its being
recorded as a significant event. Cybernetics might,
in fact, be defined as the study of systems that are
open to energy but closed to informatlon and control --
systems that äre tti-nforrnation-tighlrr.l

Although a city is not I'inforrnation-tight", it would seem that

the science of cybernetics would be applicable to the study of citi-es

withi-n theni. The l-ack of infor-and the various processes that go on

mation isol-ation could be overcome by deternining the nature and ex-

tent of information and control forrn outside that was received bv anv

given city. If the i¡ner channels of commr:ni-cation and their con-

tents were lçaown, the residual changes in the city could be attribu-

ted to the i¡fornation coming iri from outside.

Robert C. Iirlood, U.S. Undersecretary of Housing and Urban Devel-

opment, wrote about city systems:

John Ebergard...compares a cityts hardware systems to those of the
human body: -- the metabolic system -- the network which provides

1Ro"" Ashby, An fntroduc!,ion to Cybernetics, (New York:
John Wil-ey & Sons, Inc., L963): p. 3,
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for the ingestion each day of huge quantities of water, suppli-es,
food and fuel and the consequent production of waste i-n the form
of sewage, garbage, trash and air pollutants; -- the cardi-o-
vascular system -- the horizontal and vertical paths of move-
ment, and subways and trains, highways and automobiles, side-
walks, stairways, &d people t -- the nervous system -- the
information -- communication network of the city which makes
it possible for its many parts to keep in touch, for it to
be (at least potentiatly) managed as an entity, or for si-gnals
to be enritted at the proper time in order for the other sys-
tems to remai¡. rrnder control; -- the enclosure system -- the
combination of skel-etal subsystems. . . . .which surrouird the
hollow places of the city in which the life of the city goes
on. r

Richard L. Meier has written a book in which he studies the

growbh and interacti-ons within a city from the point of view of

information exchange.2 He feel-s that the purpose of a city is to

facilitate the flow of information between persons, to store this

information i-n some way until needed, a¡rd to create or discover new

irrformation. Urban problems can be viewed as a breakdoinm in communi-

cation, while progress or change is brought about by new information

or means of exchange.

and Hoshino exarn-ine the cultural changes in Japan and relate these

lRobert C. I,{ood, rrApplication of Computers to the Problems of
Urban Societyrr, Socio-Economic pfCnninglg.ience., (London: Pergamon
Press, L96B), P.f

2Richard L. Meier, A Communications Tbeory of Urban Growbh,
(Boston: M.I.T. Press', $6ll-

In an article in the Journal of the AIP Meier
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i:rformation input from foreign pubtications

a study of i:rformation flows in Canada, and

may give the plarrner a better wrderstanding

persistence of poverty or a poverty-mentality

conversely, the reasons for growth and rapid

areas. fn addition to being descriptive, such

facifitate prescriptive action for certaj¡r

1-.-Richard L. Mei-er, and lkumi Hoshino, rrCultural_ Growth and
Urban Development in Inner Tokyor', Journal of the American fnstitute

In the Japan study, Meier and Hoshino concluded that the causal
steps i:r cultural and econornic change included the following:-\1) Foreign cinema, television, magazirles and artifacts are
exhibited.

^\2) llctensive foreign travel_ with cameras document overseas
successes.

3) The vol-ume of public face-to-face interaction in varied
entertainment areas sets up a continuous demand for new things to
talk about.'\l+) Foreign images, reirforced by discussi_on, stimulate fads and
styles whil-e indigenous experiments aim at regaining the initiative
for l-ocal producers,

-\
5 ) Curiosity induced in the puì:-;Ìic creates new markets f or pro-

ducts and services.
6) Foreign technology is licensed and experiments undertaken

to adapt the technology to local conditions.
7) Public and private institutions expand to meet the new de-

mands and are forced to advertise their appeals.
8) Differential growth rates appear in both culture and. economy,

and less educated sectors of society and less accessi-bfe urban communi--
ties are left behind. (fnis creates a mxnber of stresses, some of which
become evident only when they foster dj-sturbances. )

9) A rapid rate of obsolescence d.evelops as firms and. house-
holds are constantly alert to the conditions of their public i.mage.
Thi-s releases por¡rerful forces of status maintenance in a way that
allows them to be used for development ends.

10) Planning the future is aimed primarily at naintaining the
impetus of growbh and is pragmaticalty appried to specific locales,
agencies and functions.
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Thus an understanding of urban processes, predi-ctions of future

activities and patterns, and planning either to eliminate undesirable

situations or to produce desi-red ones, a1l requi-re that in a conceptual

model of the urban system, cybernetics and i¡rformation theory must be

included. As Meier and Hoshino concl_ude:

A quick acting, wide-open culturaf system, as sensi_tive to
content of public communications in the worldts pacemaking
societies as to its internal trends, seems to be one of the
best i-nstruments for overcoming serious internal bottle-
necks and structural defects. The planning that accompan-
ies it is unspectacular, but the pace of improvegLent in
measurable economi-c well-being is ulprecedented.r

Conclusion

An understanding of models progresses from the simple to the

complex. At the first level models are a representation of physical

objects, and this stage includes pictures, layout plans, three-

dimensional objects, and maps. The model represents a fnozen irt-

stant of reality. while useful as a historicar record, it is not a

method which promotes urrderstanding of the processes which gave rise

to the situatíon depicted, nor of its future developments. trr add.i-

tion, qualitative comparisons between different areas and at different

times are difficult to make.

The second step i:r the modeli:rg process involves the shift of

emphasls to processes and flows, and away from objects and situations.

lRichard L. Mei-er and lkumi Hoshino, op. cit., p. g,
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The process-oriented. emphasis includes the concepts of systems and

systems analysis" The modeling procedure becomes more abstract

and mathematical; trends and changes can be identified and direc-

tions plotted. Comparisons become possible between dif$erent sys-

tems and between the state of the same system at different points

in time. Systems analysis, besides providing the framework for

dynamic mod.el-s, offers other contributions to urban problem-solving.

T'hese include the following:

First, the emphasis on considering total processes rather
than individual- units; second, the emphasis on the rela-
tionships -- rtintersectionsrr - between various processes;
third., the emphasis on the use of models and'for field. ex-
periments to exami¡re the effect of changes at different
points in a given system; fourth, the emphasis on an irr-
terdisciplinary approach, on coiltmunications not only be-
tween engireers, psychologists, politicians, and anyone
else who can contribute to understandi:rg how the system
works; fifth, the emphasis on identifyìng goals and
balancing them off agaiqst other goals as possible courses
of action are examined.-

This shift from physicat models to those of a mathematical type

required the use of machines capable of perfonning many calculations

in a short space of tjme. And so dynamic models coul-d not be devel-

oped without computers. On the other hand, the arrival of the com-

puter has provided facilities for a great deal of experimenting so

that the academic community has been able to develop many new and

powerful modeling techniques. One of these involves the ability to

handle probabilistj-c functions through the use of systems simulation.

ìrwoodr op. ci-L., P. 211.
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In this way, modeling concepts have changed from determinislic to a

more random type. People in groups do not follow strict physical

laws, but their movements can be studied by the new statistical

nethods. On top of the probabilistic ideas and concepts come those

of cybernetics a¡d information theory. Not only must the plannerlg

conceptual framework of society include'the ideas of informati-on

transfer arrd feed-back loops, but his actual use of such models must

incl-ude feed-back from reality from time to time, in order to main-

tain the correspondence of the model to the society it is supposed

to represent. Otherwise, he loses the accuracy of his predictions

and the usefulness of hi-s prescriptions. Finally, of course, infor-

mation theory gives the planner a nehr tool to use when he wishes to

implement the changes that he has prescribed. Citizen participation

becomes not just ¿ ttgoodrr philosophical concept, but a necessary step

in making changes i¡ a closely-knít, highly interactive society where

cultural- and social change move hand-in-hand with economic change.

The inclusion of informati-on and control concepts into the urban

nodel adds one more level of abstraction. lùhile a model that repre-

sents the flow of people or goods must be abstract and nathematical,

at least the entities being modeLed are visible. In modeling a sys-

tem of information flow, however, not only is there the abstraction

of f low, but also of the entities themsel-ves (¡its of jlf ormation).

Iitlhile one can make the choice in modeling a city and its people as

to whether to use a static or dynamic model, no such choice is pos-

sible if information is included. In this case, some mathematical
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abstracti-on and the volume of enti-ties and points of intersection

involved, comes the need for a high speed computing device to nrn

the model.



CHAPTER ITT

COMPUTERS

Introduction

computers intelligently applied to city pla:lring can d.ischarge
a mxnber of ro1es. They can, first of aII, be used to obtain,
process, store, æd retrieve information. Second, they can be
used in the analysis of infonnation. Third, they can be used.
to make predi-ctions. Fourth, they can control systems in the
real world or, more corcectly, they can generate control sig-
nals. Finally, it,, is believed that computers can .find solu-
tions to problems.'

hlhat is this marvel-l-ous machine that can do so much?

Brief History of Computers

The 1880 census of the united states took approximately seven

years to compi-le and report on all of the gathered information. ft

ïIas apparent to the government that the 18!0 census would take even

longer, and that possibly by 1p00 the point would be reached. where

information from the next census was starting to arrive before the

completion of the precedì¡g one. To eliminate such a situati-on the

government employed the i¡vention of a l4r. H. Hollerith, that of a

punched card. The concept behind the punched card was that it repre-

sented a unit-record, the finest breakdown that woufd be required. for

the purpose of the analysis, (an i-ndividual person for the census re-

quirements), and that the one card. couad be used jn the calculation

of many different totals. rn this way, all of the cards from any one

lBritton Harris, rrComputers and
Pl¿:ning Science, (London: Pergamon

Urban Planningrr,
Press , L968), I,

Soci-o-Economic
p. 221+.
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city could be run through a machine which would count the m;mber of

cards that had a hol-e punched in a certain column. For example, the

number of males would be totalled, and then the same cards coufd be

used to cowrt the nunber of females, for which the cards would have

a punch in a different position in the same column. By using more

than one col-umn at a time, a much more detailed accumulation could

be achieved. For example, the mlnber of white females between 30 and

j) years of age wi-th more than grade I education could be fourrd from

the same deck of cards if corresponding codes had been punched in them.

From that time on, more and more varied machines hrere produced

to perforrn tasks using punched cards. Accounting machi¡es were de-

veloped with up to 40 cor:¡.ters to add many figures arrd pi_eces of in-

formation and to print totals automatically at different times during

the run. Such machines were prograrnmed to perfortn their functions by

the use of a removable plug-board which had wires joining various sets

of holes. Such a board estabfished efectrical circuits so that in-

formation from selected columns in the input card would be added to

selected counters, ffid detail li-nes or total-s would be printed at

preselected iltervals and placed at predetermi¡red positions. In

fact, by the mid-nineteen fifties, large calculators had been pro-

duced which could multiply various nurnbers, store the answers i¡.

counters composed of electronic circui-ts, and punch the results back

into the input card or into another card. By then, however, the unit-

record equipment had already been superceded by the stored-logic com-

puter,
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The first electronic computer hras developed by Eckert and Mauchly

at the Uni-versity of Pennsylvania ín L9l+6, whi-le one of the earliest

commercial computers vüas the Univac, produced by Renrington Rand in the
't

early l!lOts.- The concept behind a computer is that of a nunber of

storage positions which can each contaj¡r a single bit of irrforrnation,

and this bit can be part of a storage coirnter or part of an i-nstruc-
ction.' The computer storage positions are electronic devices which

can be either îonl or toff t. T\ro types of circuiLry are ì-nvolved;

one turns the position on or off, while the other i-s used to test the

status or val-ue of the position. At first, these positions were part

of electron tubes, but are nor{ magnetic bits which are controlled and

tested by minute transistor|zed circuits.

Each core position i-s numbered and machine j:rstructions tell the

control mechanism either to add the contents of two positions, to sub-

tract or to move inforrnation from one place to arrother. A nurnber is

stored by first translati:rg its value to a bi-nary nurnber and then us-

ing enough storage positions to contain all of the bj-nary bits within

the mxnber, Thus 4 would be represented by 100, J would be 011, and

L + 3 would be 100 + 011 and the arrsrúer if tlf or 7. Using elec-

tronics as opposed to mechanical devices produces a fantastic in=

crease i-n speed, and also an j¡crease in accuracy. Instructions

I -- A History of Data Processing, (Toronto: Sperry Rand. Canada Ltd. )ta,
2-*In the IBrtI/36O, I bits are grouped into a single addressable posi-

ti-on, which can represent either a silgle alphabetic character or 2 deci-
nal digits.

-lgM/3ó0, Prr:lclples , Form #Ã22,682L, (Poughkeepsie,
New Yo Írr"s, Lg6L!)', p. i,
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occupy positions in core and the total size of the machi:re is re-

lated to its number of storage positions. As the core size is in-

creased, the number of possible cowrters is also increased., as i_s

the number of potential i-nstruction steps, md hence, problem com-

plexity. As an example of changes i¡r the last twenty years, the IBM

accounting machines of the ndd-l95ots had up to 80 positions of counters,

(ten 8-digit nunrbers or eight lO-digit nurnbers etc.) and perforrned ap-

proximatery r2o calculations per rn-1nute. The rBM 14ol of the early

L96Ots usually had about SrOOO positions of storage, and if i+rOOO

were used for program instructions, there would be capacity for four

hmdred tO-digit or f ive hundred 8-digit numbers. The calculatj-on

rate would approxìmaüe 21000 calculati_ons per second, or l2OrOOO per

minute. By the end of the l960ts, the TBM/36O machines often had up

Lo 2561000 core positions and calcul-ati-on speeds of over rrooorooo per

minute. Obviously the power and capability are available, but how is

it used?

Programm-ing Logic

Progra:nnring logic consists basicaÌly of folfowing a single trans-

action through the sJrstem. A munber enters the computer from a punched

card or some other external device. It is added to a total accumulator

or has some other operation perforrned which is dependent on the pro-

gramming steps and the identification of the number. The logic often

depends on identi-fying a nurnber either through its position on the in-
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put card, or by means of ar identi-fication code accompanying the

nurnber. Instructions test input codes and signal the start of a

specific set of operations as a resul-t of the test. A code, or

perhaps a change in a nunber from one card to the next, tri-ggers a

set of jnstructi-ons. In addition to external codes, the results of

i-nternal operations can be tested, and certain sets of instructions

perforrned as a result of those tests.

Whether the trigger for performing a speci-fi-c set of operations

is from an external- device, or due to an j:rternal result, the pro-

grarmer has always had to a¡ticipate the situation, instruct the pro-

gram to perform the test, and then produce the instructions that the

computer must follovü as a result of the test. Even in those situa-

tions of complex programnr-ing where the results of a given operation

are used to change preceding instructi-ons for subsequent transac-
1 .-tionsr, the progra.rnmer must still know what kind of situations to

expect, or else risk the prograrrr being urrable to continue due to irr-

valid ínstructions, or having the program produce completely useless

results. Thus a computer and its prograln are only as effective as

the person who wrote the program and gave the machine its instructions.

lTh" foltowing are exalnples of changes, mad.e by the author, in a
prograrn f or an IBM f401 by the progra.rn instructions:

- Move the code for No Operation ( tlt ) into the place of the
previous code for a Move Operation (tUt).

- Move an lNr in place of a branch insbruction.
- Change the address of a branch i-nstruction in order to perform

a different routine.
When the progralnmed instructions have been carried out, the prograln

is changed.
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Computer Devices

Although the control logic is only as capable as its progralnmer,

the limiting factor in computers has been, until very recently, the

type of input and output devices available. Now, with the flexibil-

ity of the more recent control circuits in computers, and with the

use of el-ectronic controls in more and more non-computer devices,

almost any machi:re that jncludes some t¡rpe of electrical control

can be hooked up, i-n some ïray, to a computer system,

The following are some of the devices that can be connected

to a computer:

Card Readers: can read standard cards with 80 characters of infor-

mation per card, and at speeds up to 11000 cards per nr-inute.

Card Pwrches: 80 column cards can be pr.mched with output in-f orma-

tion with speeds up to fOO cards per minute.

Line Printers: High speed pri:rters can print 130 character lines

with speeds up to 1rf00 lines per mÍ-nute.

Optical and Mark Sense Readers: These machines can read specially

drar¡n marks on cards or pages of paper. Some can read magneti-cally

coded numbers on cheques, while others can read typewritten and ma-

chine produced letters. Development is progressi:rg on machines that

read hand written nu:nbers.

Micro-film: Some machines can read microfilm by scanni-ng the film,

r^¡hile others produce ndcrofil-m and photographic prints as computer

output.
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Magnetic Tapes and Discs: These machines are used as temporary off-

line storage by computers, with the computer usually doing both the

reading a¡rd the writing, although non-computer produced magnetic

tape can also be read.

Tele-processing: T¡ryewriters and cathod.e ray tubes (Cnt) can be

connected to a computer and provide the ability to put information

into a computer, interrogate the status of some particular file, ask

for mathematical cafculations, and receive nearly instantaneous

answer-back from a location a few feet away from the computer, or

thousands of miles aïray.

Plotters: The standard, two-dimensional flat bed plotter or a drum

plotter can be connected to a computer to produce maps, graphs and

engineering and architectural drawings.

Magnetic Sensing treputs: In the control system for Metropolitan Torontots

traffic tight system, the presence of an automobile is detected by a de-

vice buried in the roadbed which registers a signal if a metal object

is inmediately above it.

Control Devices: The output of a computer can be used to control any

electrical device by switching it on or off, or by changing the quan-

tity flowing through it. Nonelectrical flows, such as oil in a re-

finery, can be controlled by electrically operated valves, which are

in turn controlled by the computer.

With this large number of devices available, inforrnation can be

captured from many different sources, often as a by-product of arr op-

eration which must be performed anyr^Jay. The issuing of ficense plates,
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enrollflent of children at school, connections by an electrical util-

ity or telephone compa-ny, unemployment insurance paJments and build-

ing permits are all sources of j:rformation which the planner cou-l-d

use i-n creating and maintaining a model of an urban society. Rather

than having to collect this information through a manual process of

scarrring files a:rd then ke;øprxrching, it would be possible to have

this information transferred electronically through normal telephone

lines from the point where it was being created, (8.ç. the electrical

utility office ) to ttre computer used by the pla:ming department to

run their model. treput from a traffíc control computer would give

information as to the nurnber of automobiles travelling in the city

and their routes, and this j:rfonnation would not only permit better

planning to be done for the future, but it would also provide a mearrs

of checking present assumptions and evaluatj-ng the accuracy of past

predictions.

Limitations

The practical li¡ritations of computers are the tjme requi-red to

run very bie jobs and the cost of the machi-rles. At $5 to $10 million

per machine system, the benefits derived must be fairly obvious and

valuable. The would-be user of the machine must have a cl-ear idea

of what he wishes the machine to accomplish, whether it ca.n do that

job, what it will cost fo acquire the machine, and also of the al-

ternative costs if the machine were not used.
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Secondly the machine can only perform as it has been instructed.

The user must know not only what he wants, but also how this goal is

to be achieved, in order to give his progra.mmer precise instructions.

The greatest limilation in using a computer for urba¡. plaming

is the lack of knowledge as to the precise nature of the functioni-ng

of a city. Future predictions are made more diffícult when present

functions and relationships are imperfectly understood, even with

the complele availability of necessary infornation. The use of mo-

d.els is one mea-ns of experimenting with a city, (where real experi-

menting is forbid.d.en), and from the results of some of these runs,

knowledge is gained which permits the next series of models to be

more accurate.
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THE USE OF COMPUTERS D[ PLANN]NG

Data Tabulation

fn all planning operalions, a certain amount of raw data mani-

pulation must be undertaken. As inforrnati-on regarding a city on a

bl-ock by block basis is gathered, it can be placed i-n one or more

8O-column rr JBMrr cards. It can then be added and pri-nted on a stan-

dard electrical accounting machile. Such tabufations are transfer-

able to a simple computer system with a corresponding increase i¡l

throughput and accuracy, and a much greater flexibility in the format

of the end report which is printed.

The followi-ng description of a use of computers i-s from the

Minneapolis Tribune of the early 1!60ts.

The future....of the commercial area at 27th Ave. and Lake St.
depends to a certain extent upon an electronic computer.
,..Playing a role i-n any integrated improvement of the area
will likely be an extensive city planning comrnission report
being drawn with the aid of electronic data processing.

Future action by community leaders may be based on conclusions
drawn from such unlikely bits of data as these:

Four percent of the residents of central-southeast Minneapolis
travel ! to f L/L6 of a mile when they patroni-ze a variety store.

Some Ç2.! percent travel more than three miles to visit an appli-
ance store, but only 8.Ç percent go that far to a drug store.

J2 percent of the 'hromen travel more than three nriles to buy an
expensive dress....but onl-y il+ percent go that far for a cheap
dress.

The cityts survey of the 27th and Lake area is the first of its
kind in the countTy....This is the first time a city plaming
unit has combined market surveys, home interviews and data pro-
cessirg to obtain such a high degree of analysi-s. . . .litlith the
help of the computer, city planners have (obtained vital data)

al



about shoppers in the study area. Correlating all of this and
drawing conclusions which will be helpful in guidi;rg planned
improvement of the area have been made easier by electronics.
Computing the distances people travel for various items wouJ-d

have been practically impossible to do by hand, said l4r.
John Cummi¡gs, principal city plan:rer in charge of the project.l

Such applications as the Minneapolis study are well lcrou¡n now in

planning departments. These applications depend upon the computerls

speed i-n perfornr-ing mary simple calculations. However, the jobs are

basically the same as those which were being perforrned by manual

methods. Although useful, nothing new has been added to the plan-

neris understanding of problem-solving.

Traffic Control

ff comnrunity plarrning is viewed as the preparation of plans and

the making of decisions to change the future of the community, then

the control of traffic would not be a function of community planning.

Or the other hand, if pla:rning is seen as a method of improving the

framework of the city, both short-range and long-range, an improve-

ment in traffic f1ow, as much as design of new routes and transport

devices, is a part of the functions of the city planner. I:r either

case, traffic control provides a means of implenenting a city-wide

policy that necessitates the view of the entire metropolitan area

-t _-tHarry H. Fite, The Computer Challenge to Urban P 
.

State Adnúnistratorár ),
p. 1t-12.
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as one system. From the traffic control system, the planrrer can ac-

quire data on the day to day movement patterns of the population as

well as on trends over time. Hence correlations and tentative causal

relati-onships between the mo¡ement of people and new developments,

urban growth and city renewal can be established. The first, &d

still one of the largest integrated traffic control systems i:r the

worl-d was established in Metropolitan Toronto.

The original pilot study for the system was authorized by the

Metropolitan Toronto Council in 1958. The problem was to devise a

control system which not only determined the most desirable setting

for individual lights (based on relati-ve demand of each of the streets

involved), but also the relati-onships between different signal times,

settings, off-sets and phase times so as to produce a ninimum total

traffic delay throughout the entire system.

The logical answer was that the computer should col-lect
i-ts or¡m data, process it and place the resultant solution
into operation through di-rect control of the signals,
which urould result in both the timing of the individual-
signals and their system relationship being subject to
continuous and insta4ta:reous adjustment i¡ accordance
with traJf ic demand.l

Small buri-ed metal detectors were install-ed in the road surface

at the approach to every signalized intersection. Each of these de-

tectors, several thousand in nrunber, is scarrned every second to de-

terrnine if an automobile is present at that point. The number of

cars entering, leaving and waiting to enter (queue lengths) can be

lMetropolitan Toronto Department
I96L-L962, (Toronto: Mirnicipality of
p. 33.

of Roads, Biennial &eport
Metropolitan ToronLo, L963),
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deterniined for each intersection, arrd calculations can be made to

discover the nurnber of turnìng movements. Overall, there was expect-

ed to be a thirty percent improvement in traffic movements.

It was evident that only a total systems approach
could reach the goal. Little woufd be accomplished
if traffic moved faster at one corner or even on
one street, only to feed into a jan somewhere else.
Traffic strategy had to be planned and executed for
the street netqvork as a whole -- more than tr00O
i¡tersections.'

By L969 more than 65O intersections were controlled by the cen-

tral computer whil-e the ultimate goal is L55O, ft is estimated that

more than pO00 vehicle delay hours daily are saved by the system.

An investment of $3.9 miffion is producing the same results fu in-

creased capacity that otherrivise would cost from $30 to $50 mittion

in new construction costs.

In addition to these savings, however, are those that result

from the reports a:rd statisti-cs produced as a by-product of the op-

eration. Only with knowledge as to what exactly are the results of

new highway construction on the surrounding land use, or the results

of new development on highway usage, ca:-t a planner make meanì:rgful

predictions of future trends, to say nothing of making correct pre-

scriptions to overcome existing problems. Does new highway construc-

tion depress the val-ue of an area through which it passes, due to j:r-

creased noise, pollution and through traJfic, or does it increase the

value due to increased accessi-bifity? ff the result is a change from



one type of land use to another, is this change in the best interests

of the city as a whol-e? Could highway construction be used as a means

of stimulating urban renewal? If congestion on dov¡ntoun streets is

reduced, is the resulting time saved, later spent by increased sprawl

in the countryside? Are time and distance trade-offs?

Many of these questions, obviously, cartnot be answered sintply by

having data on traffic fl-ows and volumes. However, the traffic fi-gures

are necessary to relate to information on l-and use and assessment. A1-

though there is a vast amount of data to be handled, the analysis is

possible if all of the various bits are properly identified and if a

system has been designed to manipulate them.

Geo-coordinates

The basic concept of a geo-coordinate system is that every point

on the groi.rrd can be referenced as bei¡rg so many feet or miles east

or west and north or south of a given cont¡:ol point. As the area be-

comes larger, the co-ordi:rate system based on a two-dimensional sur-

face with the two main axes becomes distorted because of the curvature

of the earth. Thus for the whole country, a system is being developed

which is corrected every three degrees of longitude so as to cover the

country accurately.

Once the system of co-ordinates has been estabfished, the data

for any area can contain, as an identifier, the co-ordinates of the

p1ace, or of its m:i*or corner point. With this system, data relating
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to population, economi-c activities, land use, transportation routes

and topographical features ca¡ be analysed and corelated. to reveal

rerationships between aspects and variabres of the environment.

with a co-ordinate system to identify data, computer mapping becomes

a possi-bi-1ity. rn addition, urban data banks car. be organized with

the co-ordinate system providìng identification of all other infor-

mation. Other mear.s of data bank organi-zation are possible, but one

based on geo-coordi¡ates would appear to be the easiest and. most

flexible for an urban data bank.l

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics is working on a pilot study

for geo-coding census information, and hopes to be able to produce

data from the 1971 census for the larger urban areas on a geo-coded

basis. The smallest unit of reportilg would be a bfock face, but

rather than force all users to conform to census tracts or municipal

boundaries, information will be aggregated by the census Bureau for

whatever areas the user requires.2

Computer Mapping

A computer printer produces l-ines of output wj-Lh r32 characters

per line. Thus it is possibre to use the printer to produce straight

line or bar graphs. Then a graph (or other statistical results of

18. lrleatherhead, rrGeocodi¡g - A
Urban ïnformation Systemsrr, Ontario

Technique in the Development of
VIIï, no, 5,

(Sept. - oct. rgTO), p.t+.

2- . --_l-þ].d., p,4.

Economic Review,
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cal-culations) can be positioned on the output page i¡r such a way that

a plastic sheet with an outline map of the area under study can be

placed over it. The results of the calculations of each sub-area or

district faIl within the boundaries of that area on the map. Tf a

photograph is then taken of the result, it is possible to obtain a

series of maps al1 produced from one orì-ginal overlay map, and each

one showing the areal result of a different set of calcul-ations.

It is also possible to have the computer produce a rÞ,p composed

of different fill-in characters representing densities or other cal-

culations for each sub-area. The boundaries between areas i¡. this

type of mapping are not accurate, but an overall- pattern can be pro-

duced to portray graphically some aspect of the society. The ilOppor-

tunity-Accessibility Model for Al-locating Regional Growth" in the

May, L965 Journal of the ArPl contains an example of such a computer

produced patterned output. rn this case an outline map of the area

has been superimposed on the computer output to give scale and orien-

tation to the final map.

Using the printer to produce a map resul-ts in an ilaccurate out-

line, because the printer must produce its output by means or a r32-

character line, and with only 6 or 8lines per irrch. rn add.ition, the

atGeorge T. Lathrop and John Hamburg, rtAn Opportunity-Accessibility
Model for Allocating Regional Growtht'o Journal of the American tr:sti-
tute of Plaru:ers, ÐüI, no, 2, (Muy, 19
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exact map size and boundaries must be knotlm beforehand il order that

the computer position the results in the right place and at the cor-

rect sca1e.

Irtiith the addition of geo-coordinate identification to the data,

it becomes possible to use a plotter to map the output. A plotter

usually consists of a drum, the rotation of which over the map de=

fines the x-axis, and a pen which moves to define the y-axis. If

the incremental moves are sma1l enough, (t/SOtn

inch) then curves and map outlines can be draun

or

*n

r /r nn+u ^r ^-Lf LVV Vlr vr AI

an accuracy equal-

ling the incremental amount. ff the boundary of a piece of property

is defined by a set of points joined by short straight lines, and if

the co-ordinates of each point are knoun, then the computer, through

the plotter, ca¡. draw a map to any scale requested. To reduce the

amo¡:nt of effort required to get all of the desired co-ordinate

points into the computer in the first plaee, it is possible to have

a map scanner read an existing map and translate all- of the boirndar-

i-es into digital information, i.e. co-ordinates. ïf two points on

the input map are given co-ordi¡ate val-ues j¡ the standard system of

the data bank, then the val-ues as created by the map reader can be

translated into the standard vafues. Thus, not only can the map be

reproduced in whole or part, at arry desired scale, but all other data

from census reports, assessment, or trtaffic stati-stics which are iden-

tified by geo-coordinates can be rel-ated to the ilformation on the in-

put map, and can be plotted on output. (See an example on the follow-

ing page.)



Figure I:

Geospace Plotter Outline Map Showing
Incidence Occurrence--Police Calls

EXAMPLES OF COMPUTER PLOTTÏ}TGI
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1. *George p. Leyland, "Computer Mapping--Here and
at the'conference on smãlt-Area stãtisticsl* (wáshington:
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If the geo-coordi¡ates are used as the legal description for l-and

transfer and registry systems, a survey or land registry data bank can

be set up. As this would contain information concerning building types

and land use, such a system would pernr-it the creation of land use maps

and statistical reports for the city or any specific part of it, were

such jnforrnation requi-red. The output so produced wouf-d be as up-to-

date as the day it was printed.

Data Banks

A data bank is a collection of all the data relevant to a given

system, so organized that it can be up-dated and retrieved when re-

qui-red. Before the advent of computers, only a book library with a

cross index card classification system could have been considered a

data bank. Unfortunately, if large, such a li-brary cannot be organ-

ized to allow quick access to a desired bit of i¡formation. Still a

greater problem is that of retri-eving a collection of data relating

to two variables, for example, data on the educational level of per-

sons who r{ere recent imnigra:rts to a gi-ven area and who also were

employed in service industries, 0n the other hand, a smal-l library,

although more amenable to data retrieval, is often lacking in suffi-

cient informati-on to anshrer fully the requests made of it.

l{ith the use of computers it becomes possible to store a great

vol-ume of data and to retrieve it quickly. In addition, the computer

system does not run jtto the problem of havi:tg the required i¡forma-

ti-on already out on loan to someone else; t"lne base information is
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actually recreated each time it is sent to an output or display de-

vice. Ittlithin the computer system, data is usually stored f or future

use on a peripheral- device. This is usually a magnetic tape, which has

the disadvantage of sequential storage. The whole tape must be searched

to find a desired pi-ece of data, but on the other hand the cost per r.rnit

of data stored is considerably less than with disc storage. Each stor-

age location on a disc is directly accessible, which means a great sav-

ing of time in inforniation retri-eval, but it must be balanced agai:rst

a greater cost il doll-ars. IBM has produced a compromi-se between these

two devi-ces, a data cel-l, which contains ma:ry strips of magnetic tape,

each of which is addressable but has a retri-eval time greater tha:r disc

drive.

Although l-ocation of specific data requires a large nurnber of pro-

gram steps and searches of directories and indices, these steps are

performed at computer speeds, measured in thousanths of a second, and

produce results which are almost instantaneous from the sta.ndpoint of

the relatively slow reaction speed of the human operator. However,

despite the speed and power avail-able, it is still necessary to have

some system of organization and identification which will permit vari-

ous píeces of i¡-formation to be related to each other. In the con-

struction of urban data ba¡ks, the linking element or cornmon identi-

fier that is easiest to use and most flexible for expansion of the

bank and growth of the city is the geo-coordinate of the location of

each piece of information.
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Our social system is based upon three basic econorn-ic
factors: land, capital and labour. Land is obviously
related to the co-ordi¡ate system. Capital i:r the form
of factories, plants, machilery, are all situated on
l-and and can be related to co-ordinates. Labour can be
related to co-ordinates relative to the location where
a person l-i-ves and the location where he works. The
three basic items in our capitalistic system can all_
be related to co-ordinate location. ft is therefore
possible to use geocodi-ng as the common identifier j:r
the developmen! of a general irrformation file or ur-
ban d.ata bank-I

rnformation in such a data ba-nk could include property d.escrip-

tion, econorn-ic factors, social information and i-nformation regarding

transportation and communication between each piece of property and

the rest of the system.

In addition to the actual data, it is necessary to have routjnes

to handle it; such prografrrs constitute a Data Management system. rn

his article, smith outlines some of the requirements of such a sys-

tem:

It is not sufficient to simply have a system whi_ch is a
large ledger for the storage and retrieval of data. Be-
cause of the tremendous volume of data it is implicit
that the progra.rns developed go a step further and. permit
manipulating, calculating, sorting, and re-sorting the
data for the purpose of making effective management de-
cisions 

"

The management program should be developed. to handle any
type and amount of data...The prograln shoufd accept i:r-
formation with any system of identifiers...Geocoding is
a cornmon identifier which permits the initial integrat-

1'-_*Ralph A. Sndth, rrThe Development of the Ontario Co-ordinate System
and its Relationship to Urba¡r Data Banks and Data Marragement Programsrr,
a paper presented to the Metropolitan Toronto Region, Government Data
Processing Users? Group, Cooksville, September J)+, L967, p,7.
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ing of various records which may be fifed in their or^m

unique Ífay.,.The program shoul-d include the ability to
re-organize information in the computer according to
any conmon data base selected by the user.

The program should be abl.e to select i¡formation in the
data bank and add, subtract or integrate the data with
other data, thereby creating new, significant data...
The program should receive and print out information j:r
a simple format familiar to the ildividual or department
requiring the servi-ce. Any i:rtermediate steps to trans-
l-ate the data should. be perforrned. by the computer.l

One such data management system in operation i-s the Canadian

Soci-o-Economic Information Management System (CmSru) developed by

the Donrinion Bureau of statistics. The purpose of this system is to

tie together and make available to the user all of the census and

other sets of data collected by DBS.

When fully developed, the system wi-ll provj_de machine
readabl-e data, from a large base, possibly encompassing
the total output of published statistics from DBS and
other data sources. Manipulative capability, to be jn-
corporated into the system, will allow users to select
a series, ffid a-ny one of a variety of standard_statis-
tical techniques to be applied to that series.2

Because of the unrelated character of much of the data, the

CANSX4 system is not based on a si-ngle identifying variable, but

rather on a hierarchical base structure. This is basi_cally a tree-

fashion organization, where each piece of data is part of a larger

group, and that group plus other groups is part of a still larger

'l- . -'Ibid.: F. 9.
)^'Dorn-inion Bureau of Statisti_cs, rrlntroduction to

Socio-Economic trrf ormati-on Management System (CRwSI'4¡ "Statistical Review, XLfV, no. 3 (March, Lg6g): p. v.

the Canadian
, Canadian
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group; the process contjnuing until the largest group is the entire

data banl<. Given any piece of information in the bank, it is possible

to move up the tree and determi:re what its group; move sideways and

find out what other pieces of j-nformation are associated with it, a:rd

move dor¡un the structure to discover what fi¡er breakdown of data, if

any, is available. An example of this structure nright be the popuJ-a-

tion of Canada. Level one is the total population, level two has two

entries, one total male, the other total- female population, and the sum

of these two must equal the higher level; level three nright be popula-

tion by age group, with the sum of the level three entries equalling

the corresponding level- two entry.

This system is very si:n-ilar to a Generalized Information System

developed by Prof. B. Hodson of the University of Manitoba. His system

perm-itted the addition and retrieval of information through a series

of deci-sions mad.e via a remote typewriter or Cathode Ray Tube (Cnf).

ff the specific identifj-er of the inforrnation requested was lcrolvn,

it could be retrieved directly. Obherwi-se, the jrrformation could be

retrieved through a number of steps. A CRT screen would first dis-

play a m:mber of broad categories of i¡rforrnati-on. The person using

the system woui-d choose the one of these which v,ias appropriate, æd

a new set of entries would be displayed, correspondíng to the nexb

level of detail breakdor,'in within the ne. jor category selected. Ttris

process of choosi¡g more and more detailed categories would eventually

eesult in the desired i:rformation. ff a particular set of data were

defined by two variables, then it coul-d be retrieved by followi-ng one
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of two routes through the system; for example, the last choice in

"ltlinnipeg Educational Levels:" might be by census Tract, by school

district, by sex, by age or by occupation, while the tast choice i¡r

I'hliruri-peg census Tract fnformation:rr might be population, housing,

employment, educational level-s, eLc. Thus, information concerning

educational revels by census tracts could be obtajrred by making the

corresponding choice in either of the two categories. This method of

organj-zation all-ows data to be added in or changed at any position of

the structure. Additionally, new sets of data can be added. to the

system by simply adding one more choice to a given level, or one more

level to the structure. Such an organi-zation would be very useful to

a plannirrg department in a municipality which wished to start a system

of data organization and to use a simple one while more information

was bei:rg added and coded. Geocoding would then provide an increased

flexibility for the system when it became possible 'bo add such a vari-

able, but it woul-d not be a necessary part of the total operation.

The organizational method i-s growth oriented, and ad.ditions are mad.e as

they become available. Data from many different sources j-s available

to be mani-pulated, arr.alyzed, and then used to aid in decisi-on making.

A study of data structures for on-line jrrformation systems
has been made arrd a successful technique has been developed.
Initially used for a hospital i:tformati_on system it appears
the data structure is sui-tabl_e for all types of data sys-
tems, including educational, accounting, marketing, manu-
facturing, inventory, computer assisted. instructi_on, per-
sonnel, etc. Enibryonic systems i:r these latter areas have
been developed and are to be extended.l

1_-Bernard Hodson
fnformation Systemrr,

and Katheri:re McI,aughli:t, rrGeneral_ized.
a project report, November Ig67, p. 1.

on Line
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Problem Solving

One of the difficulties in using a computer for assistance in

plarni:rg is that all variabl-es must be quantified. In some ÏÍay, many

of the qualitative aspects of a community must be translated i:rto

terms which are open to marripulation and eval-uation. EVen without, a

satisfactory trarrsforrnation, planning decisions must stil-l be made;

unfortunately subjective evaluations take over arid, although not

necessarily apparent to the planner, these feelings are conditi-oned

by the individual?s past e>ryeriences. The jntuitions and rrcreative

decisionsrr of the practitioner may appear to be sel-f-evident and uni-

versal in their application, but the disagreements a.tnong various

planrrers would seem to disprove such claims.

One method which facilitates objectivel decisions involving non-

quantifiable variables has been developed by Sussex Research of Toronto.

Basically, the method is to have the various people and professions il-

volved in a plar:ning study evaluate rel-ationships between pairs of vari-

ables on a zero to ten scale2, ffid then use cl-uster analysis to group

these variables in a Q-mode. The analysis for each pair of variables

was based on the mean of the judges, and it was clajmed by the authors

that it tested disagreement in scoring.3

't ..-r'objectiverris used in this contexb in an operational sense - to
mean rrnon-personal, mearr or statistical-".

2Th"t" was no negative scaling used; the absolute values i¡rere
being measured.

3sussex Research, Report to the Community Plarrring Branch, Ontario
Department of Municipal Affairs, September 2g, L969,
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A study of the town of Inuvi-k in the North West Territories

was prepared by Mr. lValter hlright of Sussex Research. This tor,m was

chosen to provide an exanple of their method and not 'co produce a

working town plan. Because of this emphasis, estimatíons were used.

irr some places where more accurate data was not readily avail-able.

Inuvik is a rather símple example of a city to study due to its iso-

lated posi-tion and resulting lack of exbraneous or exogenous factors,

and to its having a quite clearly understood set of economic and

social problems. Because of this, 1t was fett by Sussex Research that

this example presented a good demonstration of their technique, al-

though perhaps the results are not generally applicable. The problem-

solving approach which was used consísts of the foltowing steps: re-

search, analysis and application of data. The method has been designed

to handfe both hard data (facts and fi-gures) as well as soft d.ata

(opinions, evaluations and prejudices).

Research consists of gathering data on both social and physical

phenomena, including historical data and economic development trends.

Obviously, the existence of a data bank for the area under discussion

woul-d significantly decrease what is the most time-consumi¡g and costly

step in the entire procedure, It appears evident that two sets of data

banks would be necessary for adequate pla.nning: one set of data, pos-

sibly organized by geographical location and geo-coordinates if avail-

able would be updated constantly to provide arr accurate representation

of the city as it exists - conceptually an urban model; the other data



set Túoul-d provide snapshots at intervals of time - a time-series data

bank, perhaps organized by a hierarchical structure.

Analysis, step two of the problem-sol-vi-ng approach, involves the

creation of an i:rter-relation matri:c. A square matrix i-s produced

which lists al-l the factors in the communityls organization that ap-

pear relevant for plannirg. These factors are arrayed on both the

side and the top of the matrix, and inasmuch as the relationships

are reciprocal, only one half of the matrix is used. The matrix i-s

then filled in with values for the i:rtersecti-on of any two variables

ranging from zero to ten; zero indicating no relationship and ten a

very strong one. This relationship may be causal, historical or geo-

graphical. For situations where adequate hard data exists for both

factors of the relationship, statisticaf correlations (nrultiplied by

ten to enable comparison to intercorrel-ations of soft data), are used..

A particular entity may be nepresented by severaf variables, one for

its causal or historical aspects, one for its social, and perhaps one

for its locational relationships,

For many of these relationships hard data is not available, and a

subjective factor must be used. In this situation, the advantage to

the problem-solving method is that persons from different backgrounds

can evaluate relationships loetween variables as they see the situation

from the viewpoint of their or¡n discipline, æd points of divergent

opini-on can be noted quickly, These points of disagreement are sub-

jected to further study in order to determine some type of objective

comprornise.



The purpose in constructing this matrix, besides providing a

tool to highlight areas of disagreement, is to relate al} of the

factors i,,rhich are associated with the problem into a single conmon

system which is subsequently available for analysis. The goal of

the network is to cluster the relationships into groups which have

stronger intraconnections that intercor:¡.ections. In T¡ruv.ik, four

matrices were created: local-descriptive; regional-descriptive;

local-prescriptive and regional-prescriptive. The prescri-ptive mat-

rices jndicate the kinds of relationships that the people who were

interviewed desi-red, or that the experts, including planners, felt

would benefit the tornm.

When the matrjx of the interrelationships has been constructed,

and the differences of opini-on ironed out or compromised, the infor-

mation from the matrj:c is used as input to a series of computer-based

factor-analysis progralns. These group the variables into clusters

based upon the rel-ative strength of the relationship bonds. Any one

variable may be part of several clusters with different levels of

significance in each case. The contents of these clusters indicate

the structure of the problem or the soci-o-economic pattern, and pro-

vide relevant information to aid in setting up teams and objecti_ves

that are most applicabl-e. fn trruvik the variables fell into three

broad groups which could be Ìoosely identified as relating to govern-

ment, hunting and other, land-based activities, and fishing and related

activities including the curing of fish at shore locations. l¡rlith this

knowledge, a study team could be created which hras composed of three
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groups; each group tvould }crow which variables.hrere its concern and

which other group r,'ras responsi-ble for the others. To portray the

situation pictorially, three overlapping circles courd be drawn re-

presenting the three broad classifications, and the name of each

variabl-e in the analysis would be written on the d.iagram either in

one circle only, in the area cornmon to two circres, or in the centre

part common to all three ci-rcl-es, depending on the crustering output

of the computer prograln.

In Inuvik it became apparent that the function of government bore

no relation to the economy of the region in either its location for
j-ts acti-vities, or in the type of people employed. 0n the other hand,

three variables - Eskjmo population, permanent white population and.

regional transportation - vrere cornmon to all aspects of the economy

and social organization. (Government frinctions were closely related.

to the transient white population.) Inlith only three clusters a:rd ap-

proximately twenty variables, this case is a simple example, prod.uc-

ing results that an experienced plarrner could perhaps have achieved

after an examination of the tornm. However, the advantage of this

method is that it can be used by many different professions and pro-

vides a conmon and somewhat neutral organizational structure with which

to plan. Moreover, the method becomes increasingly useful as the prob-

lem becomes more complex, particularly for those highly involved urban

situations that are beyond the capabilities of one man. to study a:rd

plan,
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The use of the results, or step three, is actually perforned

during the analysis. The organization of the planning team, the

structure of the problem-solving operation and the provision of a

colrÌmon basis of u¡.derstanding are all part of this step of usi:rg the

results of the analysis. T-Tl addition, the differences between the

descriptive and the prescriptive matrices give informatíon as to

what parts of the social structure must be changed to achieve the

desired results.

This type of model, while not ehminating biases, nevertheless

makes then highly visible as a specific value between two variables.

Different persons, working with the same set of vari-ables, can note

the choices of others and can comment on a particular value choice if

it appears to be quite different from the rest. The technique, how-

ever, is not in competition with some completely bias-free approach

but rather is contrasted to the present method of planning. Here the

biases and prejudices are just as strong but are hidden, and less sus-

ceptible to revj-ew by experts in different fields.

Conclusion

The review of the use of computers in planning has traced a devel-

opment that is one of increasing complexity, and to a degree, one of

historical sequence. T-he first uses of computers are usual-ly those

which simply take over an existing procedure. The use of computers

to accumulate, total, analyse and print out inforrnation is included

in this first step. At this stage, the computer is being used mainly
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for its increased speed of operation. one ad.vance is added when the

computer collects its own information in I'real-timet, a:.rd. possible

uses this information to effect some control in the rrreal-worl-d.r A

traffic control system, which bases its deci-sions on data colfected

from the streets and traffic that it is controlling, is an example

of this stage in the development of computer use. hrith the advent

of larger computers and more peripheral equipment, various types of

graphs and maps can be produced as output. The j:rtrod.uction of a

system of geo-coordinates which is necessary for some types of com-

puter mapping provides a cornmon identifying vari-abre for setting up

and using an urban data bank. The bank can contain time-series or

histori-cal information, and then provides input information for a

problem-solvíng prograln, which itself represents a:r i:rtriguing ap-

proach to the problem of handl-jng non-quantifiabl-e variables. Ttre

nexb step in the progression into more complex computer operations is
the use of the time series and the more up-to-d.ate simulation data

banks. These, along wi-th various theories of urban growbh a.nd func-

tion, produce a method of predicting the growth and. change of the

distribution of the various land uses within the commr.rnity. such a

method, in addition to providing predictions, would arso have the

ability to test alternative goals, theories and plans, ild thus to

eval-uate proposed governmental policies and decisions. such are the

objectives of those computer progralns cal-led Land Use of Growbh Alto-

cation Model-s.
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LAND USE MODELS

Introduction

A land use model consists of a series of computer programs which

attempt to predict the changes in la.nd use within the area r.rrrder study.

This is done either through the allocation of the expected total growth

in each l-and use tlpe to a number of small sub-areas or regi-ons, or

through the prediction of change within a smal-l area due to its inter-

nal structure or position relative to all other areas. fn the latter

case, a total for the entire area of the net change j¡ each la¡d use

classification i-s calculated from the totats for the individuaf areas,

a:rd is then compared to an independ.ent estjmate for the entire area.

Differences between the two are resolved by changing each sub-areats

figures by a ratio so that the sum equals the independent total. rn

the former case, the total is the starting point, and is distributed

irntil used up.

The usefulness of such models, in addition to straight predic-

ti-ons of land use change, is in evaluating and better und.erstanding

the effects of different poticy and plarrni-ng decisions that are being

proposed or considered. The creation of the model, and the experi-

menting with it provides an irrcrease in knowledge and rmderstanding

of the workings of socj-ety, æd the various reactions to different

stimuli. hrith this knowledge, &d with experience in working with

the model, it should become possible to nrn the model proced.ure in
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reverse as a design exercise; given the social structure and land use

pattern that is desired at some point i¡r the future, what decisions

today and over the intervening years are necessary to achieve the

stated goals? At the present time this use of models is in its in-

fancy, and design is performed through a number of trial-and-error

runs. However, some of the simulation models try to approach this

point by examining changes over a long period of time and predict-

ing what levefs of equilibri-um woul-d result from different policies,

and postulati:rg the long term causal relationships between actions

today and results in the future"

In the May, L959 Journal of the AIP the

At

entire issue was de-

that time Al-an M. Voorheesvoted to a discussion of computer models.

wrote:

As the City Plarrning profession matures, the need for
revi-sion atrd improvement of professional techniques is
i-ncreasingly evident .

The usual procedure of preparing land use and transportation
plans by anaLyzing facts on population distribution, em-
plo¡rment, econorn-ic factors, social patterns, æd travel
habits is yielding to more precise techniques of evalua-
tion. These more accurate techniques are based on re-
search - research indicating that people are predi-ctable,
that mathematicaf formulas cari be developed to express
travel behavi-our and to forecast land patterns. Such
tools can give valuable guidance in the analysis and de-
sign phases of city planning.

Equipped with these techni-ques, a planner should be able
to predict fairÌy accurately the consequence of varied
governmental policies on land development. With them he has
the means to evaluate the impact that improved transporta-
tion servi-ces, extension of sewer and water systems , zotL-
ing laws, etc. will have on land development. Also, these
techniques make i-t possible for the planner to estimate



traffic volumes and patterns resulting from different
arrangements of land use or from various transporta-
tion solutions.

Ideally suited for land use and traffic forecasting,
such mathematical techniques provide the planner with
quantitative results. Using them he can estimate the
number of people who will live i:r a.n area or the num-
ber of trips that will start from a district - valuable
jnformation in laying out parks, schools, æd highways.
fn brief, these procedures provide better data upon
which to base planning judgment and thus help to im-
prove the quality of plans. These mathematical tech-
niques involve several steps, equations, and formulas,
and are often referred to as models. More simply, a
model may be described as a mathematical- statement of
observed. relationships. I

Although most of the work and interest in model-s has been gen-

erated in North America, planners in Britai:r are becorn-ing aware of

computer models. 11 a recent article in the Tor,m Planning Review,

Margaret Camina provided a review of some applications of Americarr

models for her British readers. One of the reasons for the lack of

involvement of British planners may be their orientation to working

towards what they consider an j-deal society, as opposed to the Ameri-

can practice of discovering the societyts directi-on, æd then trying

to change those aspects which are undesirable. rrThe application of

mathematical modeling techniques to planning is gradually gaining

acceptance i-n this country (gritajx) although early American work -

i:r the tate fifties - was not always well received here because it

emphasized forecasting and, by implication, trend.-planning."2 Wh"th""

llturr M. Voorhees, (ed.),
Ea:rnerq, XXV, (M"y, L959).

Journal of the American Institute of

2Margaret M. Canr-ìna, rrPlan-Design Mod.els :

Review, XL, No. 2, (July, L969), p. ll9.
A Reviewrr, Toum Plarning
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the possession of a forecast of a probable future implies that one must

then do trend-planning is a debatable point. Even i:r the context of

British planning thought, it might prove helpful to be able to pred.ict

development pressures, commerci-al location, and the transportation i¡-

plications of a new town on the regional network.

Most of the examples in the TPR article are related to linear

programming where an objective function is known and it is desired

to maximize ov minjmi-ze thís function subjeet to stated constrairrts.

These are not land use models, although one example is a land use de-

sign model for South-Eastern ltlisconsin which attempts to ninimize de-

velopment costs subject to the regional land use demand.l The diffi-

culty encountered in the use of linear programming as a technique to

design a l-and use pattern, is that all of the rel-ationships must be

expressed in terms of lj:rear equations.

Design standards are i¡herently non-linear, double the
facilities not necessarily being required for double
the population. fn addition, land use decisions tend
to be discontinuous as, for example, developers thi-nk
irr terrns of estates of a few possible si_zes, with in-
tervening acreages not being equally attractive to them,
as the model assumes. Schlager is attempting to formu-
l-ate a d¡mamic programming model; thi_s would allow d.i-screte
and non-linear fr:nctions to be considered but there is no
standard. solution procedure available.2

Despite the li:nitations of many of the present models and the

problems still to be overcome, Camina concludes that models can help

the planner to make better decisions. She notes the striking need for

lKenneth
the American

J. Schlager, I'A Land
Institute of Planners,

Use Plan Design Modelrr, Journal of
XXXI, No. 2, (U.y, :g'65).

2}anina, op, ciL., p.L25.
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data to use these models: rrplanners may often have relied on intui-

tion, but when a prescriptive nodel is to be progranmed, there is no

escaping the need for adequate j-nformation.rl This is a point which

has already been mentioned with reference lo d.ata banks, md wifl be

mentioned again as both the biggest cost factor and the greatest

stunrbling block to effecti-ve model usage.

Models a-nd Systems Analysis

rn attempting to fi-nd solutions to probrems wi-th a large amount

of input data, many diverse and sometimes conflicting objectives, and

a number of possible solutions, some method of organizing the approach

to the problem and its sol-ution must be utilized. Oire method of struc-

turing the approach to such a complex problem is systems analysis.

This consists very generally of four broad steps:

1) Define the problem. Goal-s must be formulated, objectives

found, and constrai-nts and deficiencies noted. The problem

must be structured as a system - with elements or objects

and with the relationshi-ps that join these elements.

The first step in the analysis of any particul_ar system
is to isolate the systemls elements and forulate the
logical rules governilg their irrteracti-on. The resul-
tant description is knoun as a modet of the system. The
model is usually limited to those aspects of the system whfch
are of interest or appear to be pertinent to the analysis.z

l* -rllcid. t p, L28.
)¿̂Ge+eral Purpose Simulation System/3áO: fntroductory Userrs

I4a-nual, (lrihite Plains N.Y.: fnternatloñaf @),
Document #UZO-O3OI|, p. l,
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2) Develop an inforrnation base. Col-lect data and assemble

it irt a usable marlr.er. Through research l-earn the various

causal relationships and statistical correlations, and de-

velop forecasting and review techniques.

3) Propose and evaluate alternative plans. The new predi-cted

facil-ities and system organization must be compared to the

goals, deficiencies and constraj¡rts of step ni¡nber one. The

various alternative plans must be evafuated on functional,

econon:-1c, social and aesthetic grounds.

'\4) Implement and update the selected plan. Organize and fin-

ar.ce construction where necessary, manage the implementation

over time, ffid make changes to the Í:nplementation il order

to react to changing conditions and factors.

The use of models enters i:lto this method of systems analysis at

several points. The creation and development of the model in the first

instance requires the discovery of the correlations a¡d causal rela-

tionships of the second step. 0n the other hand, once the model is

created and calibrated, i.e. made to fit the relationship values of a

particular city at a given time, still more other correlations can be

wrcovered through the operation of the model-. To perforrn i_ts opera-

tions, a land use model requires an extensive data base, and this re-

quirement is frequently the most costly and time-consuming to satisfy.

On the other hand, the model provides the facility to analyse a large

amount of data and to produce some meaning out of what j-s otherwise
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an uiliùieldy and ilcomprehensibl-e collection of figures. Finally, as

part of step two, the model provides the prediction of the future once

the data has been gathered and analyzed and the j-nterrelationships dis-

covered,

As part of the evaluation procedure of the third step, the use of

a model facilitates the rurrning of a number of alternatives in a short

period of time, æd this results il an understanding of the situati-ons

that would occur if different policies were followed. In this way, the

model helps to provide the information necessary to review and evaluate

the outcome of various plans and proposals. Evaluations of alternatives

may includ.e some cost/benefit analysis which itselJ can be best done on

a computer due to the many calculati-ons jnvolved. Or're advantage of the

computer-based model- is that the data necessary to perform the evalua-

tion has already been collected and entered into the system. Not only

is the largest part of the cost of program evaluation already under-

taken, but this amount of data is available for as many alternative

plans as desired. One of the practical problems facing planners at

the present time is that with the cost and time involved to produce a

m:mber of alternative plans, a committee, having discarded several

plans that do not meet the minimum requirements, will choose the first

one that achieves consensus and satisfies these basic requirements,

even though it is conceivable that a far better pla:r might be produced

after more study and preparation.l

1- .rThis point was raised by Mr.
and Fiel-d Services of the Ontario
one of the problems encountered i:r

Grahan Adams, director of Exbensi-on
Department of Municipal Affairs, as
local plarrning in the province.
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In addition to producing results that can be evaluated by a

cosLfbenefit program, the output from the model run can be fed dir-

ectly ilto a transportation model, This requires that the land use

predictions are on a smal-l enough grid to be used in the origin-

destination or flow pattern of the tra.nsportation model. If this is

so, then it is possible to deterrnine the transport costs, locations

of congestion, routes taken, and time delays in movement that would

result from each of the alternatives.

Finally, the model can provide assistence in step number four

of the systems procedure, that of implementation. With a method of

feed-back from on-going indicatorsr e.g. buildi-ng starts in differ-

ent locations, the predicted results can be compared to actual re-

sults and the model then refined or modified where differences are

indicated, in order to increase the accuracy of future predictions.

Through this comparison of the actual to the predicted at different

tjmes, it becomes possible to detect changes i:r the environment that

were not foreseen when the model was first run, and having detected

them, to advise changes in public polici-es and decisions to adapt to

these new conditions.

Systems theory and systems analysis is more than just the use

of model-s, however sophisticated, and a recent review articl-e in the

Journal o! the AIP discusses systems theory and its application to

plaruring,f The concept of the theory is that there are principles for

'l-
-James Hughes and Lawrence Marrn,

Journal of the Ameri-can Institute of
and Pla:rning Theoryrr,
ffiXV, no. 5, (Sept . L969),

rrSystems

pp. 330 - 333.
Plar¡ners,
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systems that are true independent of the parti-cular component ele-

ments of any given system. To apply the general theory to a parti-

cul-ar case, one must determine how the attributes (elements and rela-

tionships) of the particular system relate to those of the general

system. In other words, one nLrrst understand both the general theories

and the specific system to be able to defi¡e the particular in the

terms that the generar theory requires, ild hopefully, the design and

use of models provides some of this understandlng.

The use of ircreasingly comprex computer models in planningrand

the greater tendency aJnong planners to view urban soci-eùy as a system,

i-s part of the spread of general systems theory into the social sci-ences;

This spread has relevance to ptanning in that, fi-rst, it can
eventually provide greater understanding of specific material
peculiar to urban and regional plan:rfug, h other word.s, the
complex, dynanric, æd highty interrel_ated cultural, social,
political and spatial phenomena that define the envi-ronment
of planning may be modeled or fornulated i:rto quantj_fied,
understanding of the process of public policy formulation
and possibly provide tþe basis or model of an optimal policy
f ormulation procedure . a

One of the models developed from general theory is the pranning,

Programnr-ing and Budgeting system or PPBS. h PPBS, long range goals

for the different parts of the system are broken doun i¡.to measurable

objectives, alternative means of achieving the objectives are exan-ined,

and these are correlated with the budgeted monies available in the fully

refined PPB System. PPBS is thus:

fl¡i¿ ,, p, 33L.



the process by which objectives and resources (ends-
mear.s) artd the interrelations alnong them, are combined
to achieve a coherent and comprehensi-ve program o! ac-
tion for any organization conceived as a ruhole. l-A nasic
assumptionJ is that a unit of government can determjne
its policies most effectively if it chooses rationally
aJnong alternative courses of action that are placed in
order of priority on the basis of anticipated benefits
and. costs for each alternative.l

The li¡ritations mentioned. by Hughes and Marrn for ?PBS apply gen-

erally to the use of systems organization and theory in commutri-ty

plaruring. Basically, these li¡ritations include political interfer-

ence i¡. an othervuise rati-onal system; the difficulty in anticipating

and planning for the strength and direction of social changes; the

difficulty in quantifying the variables of social- organization; the

dj-fferences between cities and towns in their interrelations, priori-

ties and values; lack of suffici-ent accurate data or comprehensive

social theory; inadequate staff and resources in planning depart-

ments; and distortions of all results because of the tendency to

measure what is easily muasured.2 However, it is only through con-

stant improvement of existing models and procedures by experimentation

and evaluation that eventually some of the li¡ritations will be over-

come, and the modeling technique made available as a cornmon tool for

community planners.

'l 
__*Harry Hartley,

Publ-ic Governancerr,
and Marrn, op. cit.,

"PPBS, The Ernergence
General Systems, Xfff,
p. t)¿,

of a Systernic Concept for
(fg6g), as quoted by Hughes

2l¡i¿., p. 332
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Ty'pes and Uses of Models

There are many types of models available to the interested planner.

The most frequently used group is transportation mod.els, which predict

future travel demands, volumes and routes gi-ven the present population

by small area and present travel characteristics. The characteristics

would incfude number of cars per family, average family i-ncome, aver-

age travel distance and tjme to vari-ous destinations, and type of em-

ployment. This jnformation for the present, plus the expected popu-

lation for a large nurnber of zones must be given as input before the

output showing demands and routes can be produced..

Another major group of models, more lfui-ited irr use d.ue to rarge

data requirements and limited theory, is land use models. These pre-

dict the future population and. land. use patterns given the present

pattern and population distribution plus some estimate of the future

population growth. Such a model can be used to provide the population

estimates necessary as input to the transportation models. Some land

use models, often called Growth Allocation Models, distribute the growbh

of various t¡ryes of land use to districts within the area bei.ng modeled.

Others examine each district separately and cal-culate its future pattern

based on physical features, Imown plans, stated policies, md the acces-

sibility of that district to other centres of populati-on and. major com-

mercial areas. The totals for any land use type for all districts are

then pro-rated to make them equal to an independent predicted. figure



for the future totals. Tra.nsportation plans are usually taken into

consideration when deterndni-ng accessibility, which in turn affects

the relative attractiveness of a district, whil-e public plans such

as those for reserved green space, overall density requi-rements, and

excluded uses are used as restrairits on growbh. The fact that the l-and

use predictions of this type of model are used as input to a transpor-

tation model, while the transport plans that are made as a result of

that model are used as input to the land use model, makes accurate

predictions from either model- extremely difficult"

rn this and further discussions, it must be kept j:r mind that in
no way does the use of computer models djmj:rish the need for competent

planners. The model is a tool-, and i-s only as useful and accurate as

the extent of the lcrowledge that is used to create it and the exper-

ience that is necessary to u¡.dersta:rd and implement the concl-usions.

Models usually require exogenous estimates of total population growth,

of cha;rges in the labour force a:rd. employment ratios, æd of expected

income l-evels of the populati-on. f:r return, the models cannot evalu-

ate the resultilg situations except in a quantitative, cosL/benefit

marrïr.er. social welfare and aestheti-c eval-uatj-ons must be made by a

plarmer or politician, and as well, the planner must decide how much

relative emphasi-s is to be placed on the cost or economic factors and

on the congestion and ti:ne delay results.

Planners with erqperience in the functioning of cities are not only

necessary in the model design stage, but also during implementation.
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The model works on abstractions based upon the best rmderstood rela-
tionships from the past; even ï/ere no unexpected situations to arise,

the output resul-ts would still have to be checked carefully by pla:ming

professionals for accuracy and reasonableness in the fight of changÍng

trends. fn addition, machine or logic mal-functions, totally unexpected

situations, or invali-d input data would cause eruors of the type that

requi-re trained people to identify and correct. The only way in which

the use of a computer mod.el reduces the role of the pla¡:rer is that re-
petitious calculations are elimi¡rated. On the other hand, the posses-

sion of more facts a,trd a better understanding of how a city functions

and grows, increases the responsibitity of the planner and gives him

more choices i¡ his decisi-on maki:rg. When the U¡dtations of the model-

use process are lctown, it becomes more apparent that this method serves

only as a tool- for the d.ecision-maker, and can be improperly function-

ing or incorrectly used.

Although models were originarly desi-gned for predictions, two

other uses have evolved which appear to be of even greater importarice.

One of these is evaluating proposed public decisions as to their effect
on the future of the area. Insofar as the mod.el uses controlling fac-
tors such as land use restrictions, location of public serv1ces such

as ser\rers, water supply lines and schools, and highway location and

capacity in the calculations of the land use pattern for the future,
a change i-n one or more of these variables will produce a correspondi¡g

change in the pattern. Various al-ternative outcomes and their desir-

ability can be compared and evafuated, and conclusions d.ra'm concerning

the best policy decisions to be mad.e and followed at the present time.
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The other importarrt use of models that has evolved. lies in the

area of research into how a community actually frurctions an¿ grows. A

vast amormt of data must be collected for any model-assisted stud.y,

and it must be ordered in a systematic arrd meaningful manner. To use

it, it is necessary to lmow what effect some variables have on others.

For instance, in looking at income level-s and the use of a car to travel

to work, does the use of an automobile as contrasted. to use of public

transit increase with income, or does this relationship simply appear

to be the case because those people with higher incomes are more likely
to oun a house in the suburbs? Is it this home oinmership at a dista¡ce

from the place of employrnent that goveryr.s the proportion of the popula-

tion driving cars to work and not the fact of higher ilcomes? This

question becomes meaningfut and the a¡swer important when people with

higher incomes begin to live in apartments or homes in the downtoi,,in

areat and plans for future roads and public transportation facilities
are under discussion. Furthermore, the correspondilg equations must

be built into the model because one might wish to compare the resufts

of i¡creasing downtolm densities on public expenditures for roads and

transi-t, in order to decide whether it woul-d be a beneficial- plan to

encourage the redevelopment of dor¡nrtor{n areas through tax rebates to

higher income residences.

This type of lcrowledge concerning the causal relationships within

the city is vital to a planner i¡r making decisions which affect the city,
even i-f a computer model is not used subsequently, But the gain in know-
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ledge is much greater if the model can be used to ascertai¡ the re-

sults of alternative plans. The calculations required. are much too

invorved and nu'merrous to perform without the use of a high speed

computer, and definitely a nurnber of alternative plans cou_l_d not be

run and their resul-ts compared. Then the add.itional cost of a eosL/

benefit prograln on the computer would be negligible, since all the

material required is in the program, but without a computer it would

not be a justifiable expense,

The drawback to the use of models, írr addition to that of a planner

discovering that his pet project is not as good as he imagi:red, ries j¡

the time and cost required to collect all the d.ata. To a large degree,

the accuracy of the model-ts output i-s completely dependent on the quan-

tity and calibre of the data collected. If some particul-ar variable is
not i-ncluded in the model, then any subsequent change jn that variable

would not and could not be predicted or anaryzed by the model.

Hornlever, effective planning requires this data in any case in order

to produce, evaluate and update plans. The computer model does not

necessitate work beyond that presently required (although possibly be-

yond present performance) ¡ut rather mear.s that the coflection of data

can no longer be put off, for the model- cannot process guesses or il-
tuitive knowledge,

Examples of Computer Models

Some of the earliest computer models v,rere those produced by aeron-

autical engirteers who were using physical model-s in the design and. testing
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of new aircraft. These people realized that the laws of flight and

aerod¡rnamics could be programmed for a computer and alternative air-
craft designs evaluated by specifying, mathematically, the character-

istics of the parti-cular design. Then they ran the model prograln which

would use these characteri-stics plus the laws of flight to deternd¡e

aerod¡mamic patterns and predict aircraft perforrnance. In this way it
becomes possible to rrn many more tests than would. be possible if a

physical model had to be created for every design variable. The total
cost of testlng i-s l-ess; with more alternatives the chances of success

are greater; and the use of this computer method mea.ris that many statis-
tics can be kept during the nrnnirrg of the tests. These, plus various

reports, ca,ri be printed automatically without the extra effort that

would be required were a mar. to record the results of hi_s or,m tests.

Transportation engineers were the nexb group to use computer

models i:r their work. Because of the large quantities of data which

their plaruring involved, progra.lns were written in a:r attempt to de-

pict by means of a series of mathematical equations the tra¡sporta-

tion characteristics of large urban areas. over time, and after much

experimentation, it was concl-uded that a modification of the Newtonian

theory of gravity ïIas accurate for depicting the characteristics sig-

nificant to the transportation planner in making designs to ha¡rdle

predicted traffic volumes. The model equati-ons are of the type:

Vab : K x G. * % ÆN I

1^*llr. Soberman, Lecture notes taken in the
Engineering, Uni-versity of Toronto, Lj66 - 67.

course in Traffic
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which states that the vol-ume of traffic V between district a and d.is-

trict b i-s proportj-onal to the number of trip generators (homes, of-

fices, jobs, stores etc.) i:r district a mul-tiplied by the number of

generators in district b, æd that this traffic volume is inversely

proportional to the distance between the two districts. For accur-

acy, different equations would be constructed for each type of trip
generator, with dífferent values for K to indicate that some t¡rpes

of land use generate more traffic tha-n others, and with different

values for N to indicate that distance is more of a deterrent for

some trip purposes than for others. The val-ues to be determined for

each equati-on would come from study of present day travel character-

j-stics modified by trends and expected d.evelopments, and then one

equation would be constrrrcted for each tri-p purpose and for each

pair of districts in the city under study. The model is calibrated,

or made to fit a particular city at a particular time, by substituting

present trip generation entities i-n each zone or district, and pre-

sent volumes as found by origin-destinati-on studies for the number

of inter-zonal trips. This substitution and the subsequent solving

of the equations produces the values for the parameters K and N in

the equations.

Further refinements and increasing complexity take prace when

the model is calibrated by apprying it to two or more rcrown time

periods and adding more parameters and variables. separate equa-

tions for different l-and use or trip purposes carìnot be used because



there is an inter-dependence between various trip types. For example,

in a one car family, if the father takes the car to work, the pattern

of shopping trips, ri-des for children goi-ng to school, and visits to

friends and relatives through the day will be different from the case

where father leaves the car at home. Thus, complex equations must be

used to relate different trip purposes and social characteristics

(¡on types, income, homes wj-th more than one car) and to find trends

in travel patterns, modal spÌits, relation of car travel and distarrce

to employment, artd the effects of social val-ues on travel character-

istics.

To use a traffic model after it has been calibrated., traffic gen-

erators, such as future population and employrnent by traffic zone, must

be predicted and used as model i¡put. These predictions, prus any

other exogenously deterni-1ned variables, must be fed in before origi¡-

destination, volume, congestion and time-delay statistics can emerge.

As more and more variables are used, and. different equations are in-

volved in order to improve the accuracy of the model, i-t becomes in-

creasingly important to improve the accuracy of the estimates of fu-

ture populati-on and employment by traffic zone. And so, from traffic
models a need arises to develop and refile a technique to predict

population and emplo¡rment growbh trends with minimum difficulty and

maximum accuracy.

Several examples of models to answer the need.s of tra^ffic engíneers

are given here" Tn addition to traffic engi-neers, planners i:rvolved. jn
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other aspects of community growbh became interested i-n models which

predicted larrd use change, or at least explored the residential land

market. ûû the next page: there is a flow-chart which attempts to

link these examples in a meaningful manner. The Chicago and Boston

models are cl-osery linked to the needs of traffic engineers, the

Universi-ty of North Carol-ina model is a theoreticaf one which attempts

to depect the process of rural-to-urban change. The pittsburg model_

attempts to explore the process of city growth, while the San Francisco

model is concerned with the residential housing market as a tool for

assistarrce to the study of urban renewal- requirements. The model of

urban Dynamics by Jay Forrester is not a land use mod.el, does not re-

quire large amounts of data input but is reputed to have had a great

effect on the entire issue of federally supported. urban renewal- in

Canada; it has been included for i-ts general i-nterest a¡rd. its effect

on the thinking of Canadia:r city planners.

Chicago Area Transportati-on Study

One of the earliest land use models hras developed. for use in

the chicago Area Transportation study. rt is officially called the

CATS Density-Saturation Gradient Model for Land Use Forecasting, and

the purpose of the model was to forecast the future land use by major

categories. These are residenti-al, commercial, manufacturing, public

open space, public buildi:rgs, transportation, communj-cation and pub-

lic utilities and streets, and the study was done for the chicago

Metropolitan Area by square-mile traffic analysis zones.
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The rnodel was developed at CATS by its research a;rd planning

staJf, and is documented in a technical report entitled Land*lJse

Forecast.r This model is nuch less rigorous tha¡ many of its succes-

sors, involving, as it does, a great dear of staff judgment with ad hoc

decisions introduced at many points in the process. The present loca-
tion of major industrial areas and regional shopping centres, an¿ knornm

plans for near-future developments are related. to present trend.s and

are used to extrapol-ate the land use changes and patterns for one dis_
trict or one zone at a ti¡re to arrive at the overar_l llgo pattern. The

procedure was not progra.rnmed for a computer, but required only the use

of el-ectronic accounting machines.

The first step i-n the forecasting procedure was to maintain the

same population density and per capita non-residential- land use ratios
for buil-t up areas in L956 through to the target date of l9go. The ex_

ception to this routine occurred jn the central area of Chicago where

present conditions hrere replaced by the redeveropment plans of the city
pla:ming department. obviously, if pla's are to be used. as model input
to determine the future, the model wilr not be abre to evaruate those

plans, rrì addition, this model excludes redevelopment to a higher
density in 1980 than in1pJ6, or i-n fact, any rand use change in the

195ó built up area except for that part of the city which comes under

the cityts Redevelopment ptan,

'l-John Hamburg
llaa /-^
lf )¿-oLU i Unl_cago:

and Robert Sharkey, Land Use Forecast, (document
Chicago Area Transportation-St@, þ6f ).
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The second step of the procedure is to examine land that was

vacant in L956, Ðd to exclude from future calculations the possib-

ility of deve]opment of any of that land designated as public open

space, or expected to remain as private open space. Land. for manu_

facturing was then removed from the vacant l-and inventory, based upon

existing zoning laws and the exogenous d.eterm-ination of favourable

sites; land for railways, streets and airports was excruded, based

upon trends and future plans; and then the land remaining was desig_

nated as potential commerciaf and residential. Local commercial land

was to be deterndned on a per capi-ta basis, while regionar shoppi:rg

centres were focated. according to present trends, plans and estimates

of regional requirements.

ltlith other uses then arlocated, the residentiar_ population for
1p8o for each zone was calculated. This figure was derived from the

overall residential density based on l-965 val_ues. rt was modified by

staff decisi-ons for parti-cular zones with special features and ammeni-

ties, multiplied by the total fand area of the zone, and then multiplied
b;r a figure equal to the percentage of the zone?s residential potential
to be filled by 1980. This percentage is based on a curve whrch re-
lates the density of the zones to the distance from the zone to the
central Business District, as d.etermined i¡ the 1940 Lo L956 period
and adjusted so that the totar of the Ìpgo expected population is i_n_

cluded ,nder the curve. Finafry, streets, public bu'dings and recrea_
tional land were set aside based on the r)J6 per capi-ta figures.
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lnlhen f igures have been determined f or each zone, they are added

and, where necessary, multiplied. by population factors to change from

land area measurements to labour force or population figures. Trends

in net employrnent density, sales per square foot, automobile use as

related to income etc. are aIl used in arriving at the total tlgo ex_

pected figures. These figures are then compared. to independ.ent pre_

dictions for l-abour force and population and the land area figures
modified systematically if necessary, Lo achieve agreement. The fi_
Sures for each area are determined separately with no inter-zonal com-

petition for different activities; nor are the zones compared with re-
gard to relative merits except for the one factor of distance from the

Central Business District.

A great amount of staff judgment is used in this technique, ffid
it is therefore open to subjective decisions and varues. No thought

is given to land use succession, or to the previous location of new

residents or establ-ishments, or the future l_ocations of activities
which move out. No new trend.s are permitted.; no renewal or change in
existing areas is invol-ved; and no provision is made f or cha¡ges in the

existing pattern due to the construction of new pubtic services, iri-
cluding roads, ff the distance from the CBD is the only relative vari-
able to deterrnine the desirability of one area over another, then it
appears that decisions made before the introduction of a nernr road. sys-
tem would be quite different from those made after the new road.s were

built.
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Finally, this model was not tested to deterndne its accuracy.

such a test nright have involved the prediction of the l_956 rand use

pattern usi-ng only the information and. pattern available several years

before. unfortunately, the r-ack of a computer program meant that such

a test would have doubled the time required to produce a prediction.

Furtherrnore 
' a model which involves staff jud.gment ca¡not be tested

fai-rly, for the decisions that one thinks one wou-ld. have made several

years previ-ously are biased by hindsight. Additionally, even had the

prediction Lo 1956 been quite accurate, there i-s no way to evaluate the

accuracy of judgments made today for the future.

ft must be kept jn mind that the purpose of this model- was to give

traffic plartners some idea of the future locations of population growth.

There vüas no thought that a generalized modef woul-d be produced that
could be used to examine and. evafuate alternative plans or assumptions.

Despite its shortcomings, this model has a great value as the beginning

step towards l-earning the problems and. rel-ationships in an urban area,

and towards the development of more comprehensi-ve models. ft is also

one of the very few models ever seriously used j-n conjunction with .a

transportation plan.

The hstitute for Research in Social Science under F. Stuart Chapin

at the University of North Carolina has designed a land use succession

model. This model was created. in its first form i:r the early l96o1s,

and a brief wri-te-up appears in the Journal of the Arp.l The theory
-----:---rF. Stuart ChaFin Jr,, rrA Model for Simulating Residential Develop-mentrr, , xxxr, No.2, (Mai_ig6Ð.
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underlyi:rg its construction involves concepts of land use change, or

more specifically, the prediction of the ilcidence of conversion of

rural or vacant land to urban residential purposes as the total popu-

lation of the area increases.

The conceptual framework followed in developing this
model envisions the residential location decision of a
household as being conditioned by: one, the scope of
choice and intensity of residential development pre-
scribed in the general plan and by zoning regulations;
two, what the producer offers - not only the type of
shelter package and the price, but al_so the accessibil-
ity the site offers to major emplo¡rment centres, schools
and shopping, and the proximity of the site to utilities
and thoroughfares; three, what the household purse allows;
four, what the househol-d activity patterns call for;-and
five, what the taste norms of the household dictate.I

The area under study is divided into geographical- cel-ls of about

2.J acres each. Those cells which are already developed are removed

from the system, as are others which are scheduled exogenously for

non-residential development or for retenti-on as open space. The re-

mainder are available for conversion to residential use with the maxi-

mum population determined by

zoni-ng by-laws. Alternative

non-re sidential development

the density lirnits of official plans or

plans for densities or the location of

open space wil-I result i-n di_fferent

the model shows the results of these

land use pattern.

or

constraints, and the running of

alternatives on the residential

A measure of the attractiveness of each cel1 available for devel-

opment is determined, based upon its initial assessed vafue, its ac-

cessibility to areas of emplo¡rment, the provi-sion of sewers and the

accessibility to major streets and elementary schools. 1¡Iithin each

celf the probability of development of each lot is proportional to
ll¡i¿,t þ.L2L.
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the cellts attractiveness score relati_ve to all other cells. using

ra¡'dom sampling techniques, nevü residential- developnent i-s allocated,
one new l-ot at a time on a probability distribution related to the

cellts attractiveness. This allocation continues until al-l of the

total expected new growth has been distributed.

One frmdamental question on the philosophy of this model is its
method of allocating growbh. 'vùhy would all good fots in relatively
attractive areas not be developed before less attracti-ve cells are

developed? This modelts relative distribution function is linear,
i.e. if one cell is twice as attractive as another, it receives twice

as much development, and it is not at all clear that this type of de-

velopment pattern happens in reality. rf it is alleged that in fact
developers do leap over desirable land and build i¡ areas with l_ower

attractiveness values, then perhaps there are other factors which

should be taken into account in determining attractiveness scores;

for example, the need to have a single piece of land. of a ndnimum size

iJl order to achieve economies of scale in the construction of a resi-
dential subdivi_sion.

This model is completely demand oriented, and this demand is
fi.xed outside the model, Nothjrg that is d.one jn creating the future
residential pattern will affect the net, nr-igration of population into
or out of the area; and. no entrepreneurial skill is allowed, for a

cellrs attractiveness cannot be i¡creased either by a better than av-

erage house design or subdivision layout, or by a l_ower than average



house cost. In addition, no provision is made for withhotding choice

land from development until a higher price can be obtained.. No com-

petition for land use is involved; non-residential uses are allocated

to certaj¡n cefls, md there is no chance that one of these users nright

bid for residentj-al l-a.nd if a certain level of accessibility or other

measure of attractiveness were obtajned. There i_s no rezonirr.g or

change i¡ density or possibility of i-nconsistent l-and use types. No

thought is given within the residential group to the origin or des-

tination of a person who moves, or to what social- characteristics he

is likely to possess. The l-ack of i¡volvement in the origin of new

residents is part of the total ignori:rg by the model of any renewal

or redevelopment of those areas which are presently built up.

Although this model is definitely not comprehensive with regard

to urban growth, it does try to isol-ate those factors which result

in different choices for residential location. one of its poi¡ts

that is receivi-ng further stress in future modification is that the

activity patterns of a household exert a strong influence on location

decisions,

It is a prern_ise of this work that location deci_sions
(which Ïùe purport to sjmulate i-n our mod.el) are in-
strumental forms of behaviour for accomod.ating the
day-in-and-day-out activity patterns of ildividuals
and families.l

hlith certain activity patterns, a household requires certajn

locati-ons. Accessibility i-s always i:nportant, but the relative im-

lmia ,, p.r23,
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portance of different desti-nations will change. Hourever, a certai.n

inertia exists, for many reasons, which prevents frequent moves during

the lifetime of a family, rn fact, it appears that the longer estab-

lished a household has been in a given location, the greater the iner-

tia and hence the greater the improvement required before a locational

cha.nge takes place.

A great amount of data must be collected to develop the statisti-

cal parameters regarding locational change and inertia. ft is pla:rned

to improve this model by the introduction of different accessibility

or attractiveness values for households at different stages i-n the

life cycle. The model will be run to show not just residential growbh,

but al-so residential growth and change by fanrily type over a period of

time, as wel-I as the agjng of the population as the model predicts

successive i¡crements of the future. F\rrther, model improvement would

involve the i-ncfusion of redevelopment of existing resid.ential- areas

as both the population and the housing stock are over the time inter-

val of the modelts predi-ctions.

This model is not a fand use model, noi does i-t all-ocate any ac-

tivity t¡pe except residentiar" rts purpose, rather than impr"oving

the understanding of future growth in any city planning department, is

to attempt to isolate the reasons for different choices of residential

location. Enployment and shopping focations are d.i-stributed not as

output from some model but as given input to this model in ord.er to

determine how they influence the locati-onal decisions of the residen-

tial population. with this purpose and approach jn rnind, one major
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criticism of the modells philosophy is the failure to incfude exist-

ing residential areas as subjects for locational decisions a¡.d. as

factors in overcomi¡g locational inertia.

The Pittsburg Urhan Renewal Simulation Model

The present Pittsburg model is an adaptation of one originally

created by fra S. Lowry.l The original rnod.el al-l-ocates retail employ-

ment and residential employment in a pattern uniquely consistent with

a given spatial di-stribution of basic emplo¡nnent. It is thus an equi-

librium or ideal state model with no t,i:ne dimension. The new mod.ifi-

cation includes a prediction of the locati-on of basic employment and

has changed the resulting retail and residentj-al- uses so that they

are incremental, i.e. based on the pattern of land use t¡npes i:r the

preceding period. The model has, i-n this way, been made more sensi-

tive to policy decisions.

The Pittsburg urban region was divided i¡rto mile square tracts,

and the activities to be alrocated were distributed to these. For

residential land use, households were allocated based on the accessib-

ility of each tract to places of emplo¡rment, with the total number be-

ing proportional to the total emplo¡rment of the region. The limit to

the number of households per tract i-s detern-ined by a density figure,

which is related to the distances from places of employnent. For the

t-
IId U.

Santa Monica:
Lowry, A Model of Metropolis, (document #n¡¿-4035-RC;

The RAND Corporation, L96l+).



distribution of retail activities, each tract is given a d.esirability

value based on its accessibility to residential population (consumer

markets). The total m.:nber of employees per tract must be either zero

or above a preset minimum figure, ffid from the number of employees, the

m¡nber of stores is calculated. An iterative process i_s used. to dis-

tribute retail and residenti-al population fi-gures because each one de-

pends on the other for the cal-culation of the relative attractiveness

values. Through this process a point is reached where the numbers are

irr balance; the nu¡nber of stores provides the att::activeness f or resi--

dential location, and the mlnber of residents provid.es the consumer

market. The iterative process is not meant to demonstrate a theory

of changes over time, but is rather a mathematical technique to achieve

a situation of equilibrium. This type of equilibrium (non-time-oriented)

suppresses all questi-ons of land use succession or migration patterns

for residential- and retaif estabtishments.

The modification of the model uses roughly the same mathematics,

but commences wi-th the distribution of activities at one point in time

and then calculates the change to the nexb time periodrrather than ar-

rivi:rg at an atemporal equilibrium.

The steps involved j:r the operation of the present sjmulation mod.el

are:

1) Projection of emplo¡rment figures for the region, the county,

and the city for a nu.inber of tjme intervals. Then, using

probable participation rates, the estjmated. total population
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is calculated and divided into subgroups by age, sex and

race, using independently derived small area projections.

2) Distribution of the rrbasicrr part of this employrnent total
(site-oriented, or indifferent to resid.ential location)

throughout the ci-ty, based on such criteria as present

emplo¡rment concentrations, land use plans and accessibil-

ity to other concentrations of emplo¡rment and to the regional

transportati-on network.

3) Distribution of residential and consumer oriented. activities

at certain distances from the basic employrnent and utilizing

the iterative process mentioned above. fn other word.s:

Given the attributes of employment l_ocated
previously, households of a certain size are
located withj:r a specified didtance, and at
predetermined locations, creating serr¡ice
employment again at specified dista¡rces from
the households. This new employment gener-
ates new households which produce addi_tional
service emplo¡r,nent. This process repeats it-
self in the.model imtil it is approxi_:nately
stabr-Ir-zed. -

It was felt by the modelers in Pittsburg that there were two

benefits from this type of exercise; one is the actual predicti-ons

for the speci-fic area, and the other is the e:qperience that was gained

from the construction arrd nrnning of the model, and which is useful

for other planners and model builders. ore of the most i-mportant

1

'lililbur A. Steger, rrThe Pittsburg Urban Renewal
Journaf of the Amerlcan trrstitute of Pla¡ners, Ðüf,
P' Y+5 ,

Simulation Modell t
no. 2, (Muy, L965)
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gains vüas jrr the field of data, data management and. its value and

cost,

The conclusion in the Pittsburg study r/üas that a great deal of

understanding was gai:red through the construction of such a mod.el.

The planners and other model--makers co-operated on it, and not only

was i-nforrnation gained through its nrnning, but also from the colla-

boration of the various people and professions invol-ved with the con-

struction. The co-operation between different professions and various

irrvolved non-professionals appears to be one of the greatest benefits

to be gained from the employrnent of computer modeling.

The reports for this model do not include any estimation of the

accuracy that could be expected from its output. Additionally, it

appears that a full validation of the model (having it predict a lcroinm

poínt in time) was not carried. out. Nevertheless, even without pre-

dicted figures, it appears that the gai:rs in mutual irnd.erstanding are

sufficient justification for the exercise.

Traffic Research Corporation: The frnpiric Model

Traffic Research Corporation (now Kates, peat & Marr,vick in Canad.a)

developed a growth allocati-on model for the Eastern Massachusetts Re-

gional Planning Project (eoston) which they called the Empiric Model.

rn general, this model reallocates population and employnent among

vari-ous geographi-cal areas within the region to correspond to the
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changes over ti¡re in regional total-s and jn the quality and quantity

of local pubtic services ¿¡d tralsportation networks.l

The model i-s j¡tcremental in nature, so that the steps are related

to successive tlme periods and. not, as in the first pittsburg model,

to a mathematical technique to produce equilibrium. The operation of

a¡ irrcremental model i-s based upon reality as it exists up to and in-
cludi-ng the immediately preceding step. At any step, additional exo-

Senous changes can be i-ntroduced, thus permitting the operation of the

model not only to commence with the situation as it exists in the pre-

sent, but also to include specific planned changes or deveropments at

some predetermined point in the future. This method of allocating

population and emplo¡rment totals throughout the entire region permits

the i-nclusion of central city decline and the redevelopment of pre-

sently built up areas, unlike most other models, which only allocate

new development on previ_ously vacant or agricultural l_and.

This model could be said to represent the "br-ack boxr concept of

modeling, Tt does not pattern itself on some theory of urban growth

or change, nor does it contain explicit anarysis of the behaviour of

peopre in makirg l-ocatj-onal changes, Rather it i:rvolves a statisti-
cal analysis of many locational- choices jn the past, or of the results

lTraffic Research corporation, trlnpiric Land use Forecasti¡g
Mod,el: Final Report, (Boston : Traff ic Z ) .
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of these choi-ces, æd the correlation between these d.ecisi-ons and.

vari-ous measurable envi-ronmental and accessibi-lity factors at the

c-omesponding point in the past, What goes in j_s related to what

comes out, and there i-s a ndnimum of concern with what steps take

place j-rl the process internally.l

The model is rr.n by solving a series of simultaneous equ-ations

which determine, independently, the share of the regional total of

population and emproyment that is to be allocated. to each sub-area.

Simultaneous equations are of the t¡rpe where certain variables are a

frrnction of other variables, æd eventually a functi-on of themselves.

For example, the amount of retail- employrnent in any given sub-area

may be deternined irr part by the total of all retail employrnent in the

regíon, but to determi-ne thi-s overall total, the individual figures

must be summed, and they depend on the total for their calcufation.

The method used to solve such a set of equations is a stochastic one,

i¡ which the fj¡al ansi^Ier is deternri:red by a set of calculations which

start off with an estimate, work through repetitious calculations with

increasing accuracl, md gradually zero in on the ansï{er which puts

the equations in balance; at which point the equations can be solved.

and real values found for the variables. The use of this technique

efimi:rates the rrchicken, and eggrr problem of which land use should be

lc.f. Lne B-52 bombers, These planes had a black box in
cockpit which received one set of radar signals and enritted a
second, scrarnbled set. The worki_ng mechanism of the box was
mysteri-ous and unimportant to reading the signals.

*La
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al-located first. Does residential growbh

lationship reversed? Tn this model these

are detern-1ned sjmultaneously.

follow jobs, or is the re-

two, plus other variabJ-es,

The design of the Empiric Model for the Boston region invorved

the satisfaction of the following criteria:1

1) The model must recognize and depict the simultaneous and

interrel-ated nature of factors in the devel_opment of a

netropolitan region.
^\2) The model must be able to accept as input variables, ar.y

planned changes in the highway and transit transportation

systems.

3) Output must include the important categori-es of population,

employrnent and automobile ownershi_p. I:r this way, the model

provi-des i:rformation which can be used. as input to a trans-

portation model to forecast trip origins, destinations and

modal splits.

l+) The forecasts must be made for areas which are smal-l and num-

erous enough to permit meaningful inputs to a transportation

model.

5) The model should be constrrrcted. so as to a1low recursive

operations of rel-ativery short time intervals. This method.

of forecasting pernr-its new values for construction of facili-

ties to be fuput at various times in the future. In this way,

l* . _*i_þl_d,
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the nodel can produce i¡formation which is directly useful

for the programnr-irrg of public works projects by comparing

the al-ternative outcomes of the decision for or agai:rst

the building of a particular facj_lityrand of the tirdng

or staging of projects which are plarrrred for construction.

Ia addition to the above criteria, which were strongly oriented

to the subsequent use of output data for some t¡rpe of transportation

model, several other criteria were also used:

1) The model should accept other, non-transportation policy

decisions as inputs. fn effect, its output should be a sys-

tematic estimate of how a region would develop under the in-

fluence of regional growth rates and ptanning policies rel_a-

tive to utilities, zoning and open space as well as trens-

portation.

2) The model should. aflow for reasonable budget limits on opera-

ting costs of the model.

3) Input and output needs and forrnats to the model should be

compatible with other needs, i,e. input to transportation

networks within the model should be in the same format as,

and the nodes and finks compatible with, a subsequent traffic

prediction model-.

The framework for the model consists of a series of simultaneous

lirrear equations; each equation relates the change for one variable

withi:r a zone to a change in value of the variable being l-ocated at
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the beginning of the time period. More specifically, there are two

types of variables involved irr the model: rrlocated variablesrr which

are those for which figures are to be predicted; and rllocator variablesrl

which cause or infl-uence the occurafice of the located variables.

The change in the subregional share of a located varj_abte in
each subregion is proportional to: one, the change in the
subregi-onal share of all other located variables irr the sub-
region; two, the cha:rge in the subregional share of a m¡nber
of locator variables i¡r the subregion; and three, the value
of the subregional shares of other locator variables. This
concept is expressed by the followi:rg equation system:

NM

ÂRi : Lui¡ An¡ + [ b* (zr o. Az¡)* j:l -" " k:l
i#

where: i or j : LrZri, jrl[: nurnber of located variables
(a total of N equations.)

Ani or AR¡ : _cha,nge i-n the level of the i th or j th- located variable over the cal_ibration
or forecast time interval.

Zy: Level of locator variable k at the beginning of
the calibration or forecast time interval.

LZk: change in the level of the k th locator variable
over the calibration or forecast time interval.

'ij , bik : 
:ffi;:'äliå".,f;ä'i::ilili":ie 

interrelation-

k : Lr2r..k, ".M: ni::nber of locator variables.

There is one such equation for each located variable. The
a and b coefficients are deterndned by simultaneous regres-
sion analysis of the data from two past points in time
(tnat is, the mogel is calibrated oñ the basis of a past
period oi ti-u. )1

I Donal-d M. HiIl-, rrA Growth Allocation Model for
Journal

the Boston Regionrr :

no. 2, (Muy, L965) ,p. rr3.
qf þle American Institute of Pl¡r¡aers, ÐüI,
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The model dis-Linguishes two classes of residential population:

blue collar (en) a¡rd white collar (pw), with the population figures

including not only the head of the house, but all of hi-s dependents.

There are three cl-asses of emplo¡rment which are distributed: trade,

or retail and wholesale (nw); manuf acturjng (Ia); and all- other em-

ployment (On), These five classes form the set of located variabl-es.

Ther:e are three sets of locator variables which were used in

calibrating the model: set one contains densities of land use, zor¡-

ing practices and accessibility (by automobire) to arl activities
within the region; set two contains set one plus accessibility by

public transit; and set three contains set two plus quality of water

service and quality of ser,rage disposal facilities based on a norma-

ti-ve scale with values from I lo 3 "

The model was cal-ibrated for the L)Jo Lo 1960 period using the

three sets of locator variables. Then the 1960 population and. em-

ploy:nent figures were predicted using i:rformation which would have

been available in r95o. The model was about g9% accurate in its pre-

dictions, æd the errors decreased as the nunber of locator variables

increased,

The results show that when increased i¡formation i_s
avail-able on transportation systems and other planned
variables, predictions are more accurate. It would
appear that the more comprehensj_vely we are able to
plan irl advance the various modes of transportation and
other policy measures, the more accurately we wifl be
able to predict the future locati-on of urban activities"l

lt-u:-o ., p, LL7.
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lilith the required inJormation available, it woul-d be best to use

the third set of locator vari-ables. However, it is at this point that
the question of the utility of extra d.ata comes i:rto play. rt is not

possible to icrow how accurate the mod.el wifl be in pred.icting 1!go

located variabres from i¡forrnation availabfe in l_9ó0. Tf the mod.el_

i-s run from 1pl0 to predicL L96o values, after the same l95o to Lg6o

period was used to calibrate the model, one wou_l_d expect a high level

of accuracy because of the eli:nination of any unlcnowns that nr-ight arise

within the forecast period. rn fact, the model?s accuracy in predict-

i-ng some of the values for L955 gi-ven vafues for l95o was lower than

the accuracy for 1960, indicating that even when all of the factors

are Ìmown, the model i-s not able to al-locate them in the correct time

interval. It also indicates that the infl-uence a.nd weighting of fac-

tors changed over the ten-year calibration period., and that the parti-
cul-ar parameter values used were an average for the period. rn pre-

dictìng the future from today, these trends are the very things that
must be discovered if coruect predictions are to be made. In addition,
unlcrown factors in the future wirl upset the accuracy of todayrs pre-

dictions. For these reasons, it is very difficult to state how much

increased accuracy would be obtained through ihe i_ncl_usion of addi-

tional and perhaps expensi_ve data.

One of the criticisms of this model is that the equations do not

deterrn-ine the lever of an activity (located variable) oirectly, but

just the change in the d.istrictts share of the regional total for
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that activity. Thus the share of the total activity in a:ry given sub-

region is not affected by its overall magnitude. ff ar. area acco¡nts

for L% of the total regi-onal activity, then it receives LinaL L% whether

the change has been large or small. One nr-ight assume that a given area

would receive a large percentage of the i¡.crease in a gi-ven activity

if the magnitude of the change were small; as the magni-tude increases,

other subregions would begin to pick up some of the activity. The

first subregion nright continue to receive additional r.rrits of the

activity as the magnitude rose, but the percentage would drop. How-

ever, such a situati-on is not permitted withj¡ the model.

T'he model is concerned only with net changes; the various inter-

zonal flows that go to make up these net figures are not exam_iled.

The model is also sil-ent on the subject of land use succession and

change; it allocates the share, or change in share, for each activity

and the land use implications and types and potential incompatibili-

ties do not constrain the forecast.

Nevertheless, this model perforrned very well for its validation

run and has been used in the Boston Regi-on study. rt predicts an end

to the depopulation of the central area and an increase in private re-

development. It permits compari-son and evaluation of the effects of

public policies regarding alternate transportati_on, zoning, setver

facilities, or water supply plans. While it may not provid.e accur-

ate predictions for the future, it does show in a rel_ative way the

changes in the land use pattern that would result from these al-terna-

ti-ve plans.
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A variation of this model was employed by Kates, peat, Manuick

and Conpany in Metropolitan Inlinnipeg under the auspices of the Canadian

courrcil of urban and Regional Research. Although a final copy of the

report coverirg this application has not been released, it would ap-

pear from preliminary reports that the accuracy of the caribration

and validation runs was lower tha:r that found in Boston. The great-

est problem i-n hlinnipeg was the lack of data for sufficient points of

time in the past to make an accurate calibration. Several variables

had to be dropped from the investigation due to this lack of data,

while other variables were patched using i:rterpol ation techniques to

bring the data base to a cornmon point in time. Further evaluation

from this study will probably be forthcomi:rg, but from discussi-ons

with the Metropolitan hlinnipeg Pla:rning Director, it woul_d appear

that the results are disappointing relative to the tjme and cost in-

volved. in setting up and rurrring the model.l

The Department of Municipal Affairs of the Province of Ontario

has been examining this model, or a variation of it, for a m:mber of

years, and while interested, has not yet concluded. that given its
other priorities and responsibil-i-ties the model would be worth the

expenditure of money arrd time required to get it running for ûrtari-o.

This type of "bl-ack boxrr model is in reality a sophisticated

trend analysis, whether it contai:rs many factors such as the Empiric

1'See Appendjx C for further discussj_on.
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model for Boston, or is a smaller model such as one that TRlrl Systems

designed for the Southern Cal-ifornia Association of Governors. This

had values for past amenity factors (f to fO) and. these scores ïüere

correlated to growth irl the nexb time period with the next future

period predicted from tod.ayrs amenity values.l In any case, such a

technique is of hmited use in assisting a planner to understand.

what exactly is happening within the city. lirlithout this understand-

ing of the causal chains, the planner cannot predict the results, or

the probable results, of the introduction of some entirely new factor.

Such a model- as this would not be able to predict the shift from

single-family homes to apartments i-f it did not contain predictions

based upon an understanding of the residential l-and market. 0n the

other hand, l-ack of knowledge of the many interrelationships within

the modern city makes a detailed simul-ation model either lmpossible or

extremely cumbersome and highly inaccurate. The ariswer would appear

to be a large al-location model with a seríes of simulati-on sub-models

of different activities or l-and markets within the urban region; un-

fortunately the required facts concerni-ng the relationships between

these sub-models is still unknor,m. one of the major purposes of the

models discussed il this paper is to uncover some of that lcrowledge

in order that accurate and sophisticated mod.els can be created. in the

near future.

't
'Population and Land Use Proiections for Oranse Countv.(carir .
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The San Francisco Simulation Model

The sa;r Francisco model was designed by Arthur D. Little, rnc.

for the san Francisco city Planning comnlssion to assist in the pre-

paration of a community Renewal program (cnp). The purpose of the

model is to overcome the piecemeaÌ approach to urban renewal that

has existed in the past.

The failures and wealcresses of renewal activity in the
past have resulted not so much from poor plan:ring, but
from the inability of conventi_onal methods of d.ata
analysis and forecasting to identify and measure ac-
curately the repercussions and _consequences of vari-
ous private and public actions.I

model attempts to overcome this situation by simulating the mar-

for land a:rd residential buildings within the city.

Three speci-fic purposes were stated for the mod.el_:

1) To identify and assess the impact of alternati_ve,
long-range strategies and progralns for renewal and
development of the City.

2) To serve as an ongoilg tool of City government - to
permit City officials to keep the CRp which emerges
from our current effort up-to-date in light of chang-
ing conditions and/or goals, æd to have available
on a continuing basis a method for testing the con-
sequences of various renewal actions before they actu_
ally take place ron the groundr.

3) To identify key statistical symptomatic indicators
which should be maintained. on a continuing basis by
appropriate public agencies so that they can be
arüare of the rate and direction of changes affect_
ing the City and take appropriate responsive action.2

The

ket

'l*-Ira M. Robirson, Harry B.
I'A Simulation Model for Renewal
fnstitute of Planners, )Cüf, no.

2- ..*lbid,, p. L27.

trnlolfe, and Robert L. Barringer,
Programmingrr, Journal of thç American
2, (Muy, f965W
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The model functions by matching the expected popuration at the

begiruring of a nurnber of two year periods with the housing stock at

the end of the precedilg period, modified by proposed public activi-

ties in the housi¡g market. Predicti-ons must be given to the model

about expected households: the number, household size, Tace or colour,

and househol-d income for the begin:ring of each two-year prediction

period. The housilg stock (d.welling units) is classífied by type of

structure, whether ov,ined or rented, the nurnber of rooms, physical

condition of the building, and the type of neighbourhood.

The output from the model provides predictions of the number of

new housing units that will be built, the nurnber demol-ished., the change

in the physical condition of existing buildings, the nurnber of buil-d-

ings left unoccupied, and the number of household.s irnable to find ac-

comodation within their income range.

I¡Ihen the housing demand and supply are not in barance, a change

takes place in the housi-ng stock. changes are evaluated in terms of

profitability (to the owner, builder or landlord) a:rd whether the

charrges and density are pernritted under existing zonj:ng regulations.

rn this way, the effects of alternative policies regarding zoning can

be compared as to their relative effects on the nurnber and types of

housing units.

There are four principal elements to this model:

Households, the consumers of housing;
Investors, the private market suppliers of housing;
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Government, v,rhose actions affect the process of the private
market directly or indiregtly;

Housing stock, the supply of housing.r

Each type of household has a preference fist of housing types wi-thin

i-ts range of rent paying ability. starting with the household type

with the greatest ability to pay, demand is satisfied from the pre-

ference list of household types. This process conti¡ues through house-

holds with lower rent paying ability until the point is reached where

there are either no households teft to house, or no uni-ts avail-able

for the lower i¡come groups within their ability to pay, although

there may be unfilled housing units at a higher rent level. No group

is assured of having all its households located in units of the high-

est preference level-. Thus there exist two types of demand: one from

the lower i¡come groups for housing within their income range; the

other from the higher income groups for more preferred. types of units.

Iälith unfilled demand and supply, prices of housing units are al-
tered, the profit for the investor j¡r satisfying the demand. for each

type of household is evaluated, and the most profitable changes in
the stock are made and the housing irventory modified. This proce-

dure of starting with demand and altering supply is run through twice

for each forecasting period. At the end of the period. the housing

stock is aged two years and the resulti-ng unfilled d.emand and supply

conditions for each household a¡d dwelling rmit type are output from

the modef.

lstatus of the san Francisco.sfurulation Moder, (sur. Francisco:
Department of City Planning, T968)r pp. 5-6,
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rn L965 the community Renewal Program study came to an end and

formal work on the model was halted. The model and the test runs were

turned over to the Department of city Planning. some tentative con-

clusions were drawn regarding the effectiveness of the program in

achieving its housing goals, but there had not been tjme for a com-

plete review. The consultants had concluded:

Interpretation of the model results is even more demanding
than its use. The outputs are of a form requiring skill
to disaggregate and develop suitable tables, æd the in-
terpretation thereafter must be done by people who are
not only acquainted with detail_s of the model but who are
also thoroughly experienced with the City of San Francisco
and with the chaçacteristics of its housi_ng and construc-
tion activi-ties.1

The City Pla:uring Department took over the model and, after mak-

ing several modifications, ran it for two years and compared the simu-

lation output with the actual operation of the housing market during

the two years. To input the existing housing stock of JOOrooo units

wi-thin the san Francisco area, it was necessary to use average densi-

ties for various types of units. This use of averages, plus other

errors and problems, resulted in the model making incorrect predic-

tions ror /+9 out of ó! areas where market activity o,ccurred. d.uring

the time that the model ïras supposed to simul-ate. As the plaruring

Department report states:

Our evaluation of the model is that it is not, at present,
a reliable device for simulation of the market...it would
be unwi-se to draw conclusions from the fult operation of

lA"th,r" D . Little,
Market, p. 5, as quoted
Model, (San nrancisco:

Inc., Model of the San Francisco Housing
in Status of the San Francisco Simulation
Department of City Plarrning, 1pó8), p. 9.
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the model regarding the possible impact of public
policies upon the housing market...

...4 primary reason for the modelts deficiency as a
reliable sjmulation lies in its data. The quality
and quani;ity of information used are simply not suf-
ficient for the operation of a model- of this size and
complexity. Finally, a model as ambitious as this
one has not been adequately tried under a number of
conditions to test our hypothesis.I

The recommendatj-ons of the planning department incl-uded termi:la-

tion of further operations with the model, ffid use of the appropriated

money in surveys of the housing market rrto provide the information

about the housing stock and its users which may, in the long rt.n,

serve the end of arr improved information system that will pernrit im-

provement of the modelrr. 2

The San Francisco model is not a land use model, but is an attempt

to understand the operation of the housing market and to deternrine the

effects of public renewal activities within thj-s market. Conceptually,

this type of model would forrn a sub-model for an overall urban simula-

tion and for regional growth predictions. ït should be able to pre-

dict the shift from single fanily homes to apartment units as a result

of a change in the factors deali-ng with land costs, population increase

and increased travel- times, 0f course, such a shift would still re-

quire changes in the zoning bylaws regarding density, It becomes

questionaþ,'Le whether a model predicting the future should use zon-

lstatus of lbe Sen Francisco Simulation Model,
lepartm

2r¡i¿, , p. 27.

(San Francisco:
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ing regulations as a constraint on land use change for other than a

two to five year delaying tactic. fn other words, if the economic

pressures indicate that changes are desirable, do zoning regulations

simply follow these pressures after initial opposition and delay?

this type of question would be the subject of a model which simula-

ted the decj-sion-making or political process withj:r a city or pro-

vince, &d the answers could be fed into the larger urban simulation

model to modify the restrai¡t parameters on future growth or land

use change. hlithout this type of ]crowledge regarding the processes

of planning and city government, the urbarr simulation model must de-

pend on reasonable h¡potheses.

Urba:r Simulation Modeling

An urban sjmul-ation model is basically a quantified theory of the

process of urban growth and change, In itself, i_t is unnecessary to

have spatial parameters, or in other words, it can be insensitive to

the location of various land use types. Rather, it is concerned. with

the relationshi-ps between land use types, and particularly the changes

in these relationships over ti¡re. It thus provides the framework on

which to hang more specific and location-sensitive allocation models.

One person who has had some influence in this field has been

Professor Jay Forrester of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Forresterls studies have been mai-nly oriented to industrial operations
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and locations using simulation modeling techniques.l However, these

concepts have been applied i-n the area of regional planrring, and one

such application ÏIas a stud.y of the Susquaharina River basin.2

In L962 the Columbia Laboratories of the Battelle Memorial Insti-

tute were approached by a group of utility companies in the Pennsylvania

and Maryland area to perform a study of the use and need for water in

the Susquahanna River basil, based on population levels and economic

development, A dynanrlc model was created relati:rg populatíon, i-mrni-

gration, economic conditions and water requi-rements.

T\ro types of feedback loops are buil-t into the model to operate

over a peri-od of time: a positive loop and a negative one. A positive

loop is one where growth continues, æd one exarrrpl-e is the two element

loop of population - births - population, where an irlcrease in one

causes an i¡crease il the other. A negative feedback loop is one which

tends towards a positi-on of equilibriun. An example is the labour

force - unemploy:nent - migration - population - fabour force loop where

an increase or decrease j¡ any element causes changes in the other va]-

ues to restore a balanced system. This type of programndng is dynardc

over time, so that high unemploy:nent in L967 produces lower relative

wages ín L97O and more jobs in 1975. The system is groping towards a

't _tJay lil, Forrester, Industriat Dlmamics, (Cambridge, Mass.:
Press, L96O)

M.I.T.

2H.R. Hanr-ilton et a1, Systems Simulation for Regional Analysis:
An Applic?tion to River Basin Plagning, (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T.
Press, 1969).
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state of equilibrium which it never reaches because of changing death

rates, technological shifts and changes in the national economy. The

followi-ng page contains an illustration of the population and employ-

ment subsystem, in the form of a flowchart. Births, birth rates and

deaths are self explanatory, and ALE is average life expectancy. Some

of these equations would contain different time periods within them i-f

a time delay is i¡rvol-ved. Such a group of equations would be construc-

ted for each sub-region within the river basin.

The simulation approach was chosen because it is the least r"es-

tri-ctj-ve, requiring only that the vari-ables be quantifiable and that

the relationships between the variables be defined. A model was used

for this operation, despite the limitations of theory and knowledge,

because ít may be incorrect or the data may be hrrong, but it ca¡. at

least be verified for logical consi-stency as a theory. 0n the ques-

tion of the modelts validity and accuracy, the designers concluded:

At present there are few objective tests that can be
applied. Especially there are none that can give an
answer relative to a specific use of the model. So
the questi-on becomes one of whether the buil-der has
confidence i-n the model- for the use to which he plans
to apply it - adndttedly a subjective evaluation.
This being so: he cannot prove the validity to any- l
one else, but he can anstüer the question for himself .t

In fact, it was felt by the designers that one of the major uses of

the model was to guide the research effort into better understanding

the relationships among the many variables in the study. The design

lmia,: pp, ltu2 - LL3.
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and construction of the model appeared to be more significant that the

subsequent rurrrirg of the finished product.

Once his dynarn-ic simul-ation concepts had influenced the fiel-d of

plaruri:rg, Professor Forrester became involved i:r the urban situation

directly. Thj-s came about through the many contacts he had with Mr,

John Collins, a former mayor of Boston, who ÏIas a visiting professor

at the Center for Urban Studies at }[T in 1968. From thej-r discussions

calne an urban simul-ation model which has now been described in the book,

Iurban uJmarrrlcs , 
*

The model is a simulation of the long range (50 to 2OO years)

changes in the social and economic framework of a city, as a result

of natural changes and of government interaction. It is a general ex-

plorati-on of the growth processes of urban areas and the system of

interaction between industries, housing and people.

As the urban area develops and its land area fills, the
processes of aging cause stagnation. As the urban area moves
from the growth phase, the population..mix and the econorn-i-c
activity change. Unless there is continuing renewal, the
filling of the land converts the area from one marked by
innovation and growth to one characterized by agirrg hous-
ing and declining industry.,..the ilteractions between
econorruic and social activity are so complex that intui-
ti-on alone cannot devise poli"i"" that prevent decay.2

The model is based on the view of jrrdustrial dynanics as a sys-

tem of feedback processes having a specific and orderly structure and

lJay Wright Forrester, Urban Dlrnamics,
Press, L969).

1--.-¿Ibid. , p. l.

(CamnriAge, Mass. : M.I.T.
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dynanric behaviour. rt is necessary to organize the growbh and goal-

seeking processes into a computer model which carr deal with the changes

over a long range peri-od. The conclusions from the model_i_ng process

are drawn as one goes along. rt ca,lr be concluded that a healthy city
is a more effective economic converter for upgrading the underemployed

than a decaying city. rt is one of the input theories of this model

that 'ran urban area tends toward attractiveness equilibriu:n with its
surroundings.l Thus good. public housi-ng would attract low income

people and a new equi-librium would be establ-ished with high unemploy-

ment and poor and overcrowded housing.

The formulas in the model are of the folfowing type (t< is time now,

L is nexb year):

xYi.l, (xr + Fr) G) (Arn)

where: kL is the time period between k and L.

X is the total number of unemployed.

XY is underemployed arrivals (men/year).

Z is a weighting factor set at .OJ (normal arrivals)

F is the fabour force

A is the attractiveness for nrigration multiplier
as perceived (1 : normal)

Thus the number of arrivals depends, a.rnong other things, on the per-

ceived attractiveness for nr-igration, A,

Ak : Aj + (t/nr) {n, - a, )
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where: j is last year

D is the time period of the model (set : 1)

AT is the time required for inforrnation to become
lcrown concerni¡g nrigration advantages (set
at 20)

M is the actual attractiveness for nr-igration

A is set at t]-t for the start of the model-.

It now becomes evi-dent that the perceived attracti-veness for migration

depends on the actual- attractiveness, M.

l4k : (xy.Nk) (Hr.) (prn) (ur.) (¡r) (c)

where: XY.N is the underemployed arrival-s mobility multiplier
(rate of upward mability)

H is the housing per underemployed multiplier

P is the total public expenditure

U is the jobs per underemployed multiplier

B is the housing prograln per wrderemployed multiplier

C is the attractiveness for nrigration factor, set : I

There are hundreds of such equations representing the theory of an

urban area as seen by the modelrs designer.l Although there are only

three spatial attributes to this model- - central city, suburban ring

and other - it provides a theoretical basis for allocation models. In

t_-Torrester, op,cit. r pp, L35 - L37.
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addition, it is reputed to have had an influence in the canadia.n

Federal Governmentrs cutback on expenditures for urban renewar,l

The results from the model conclude that the provision of public

housing in a do't¡ntown center attracts into the dorlmtoüin poor persons

(or underemployed persons) from outside the urban area. This resufts

in the same high unemployrnent and overcrowded housing conditions that

existed before the public housing expenditures, but now with a higher

absolute nunber of persons involved. This i:rcrease i-n the m,mber of

poor persons on the one hand, plus the growbh of slum areas and the

out-raigration of the wel-l-to-do on the other increases the social costs

of the city at the same tjme as its tax base decreases. T.rr addition, to

provide space for the new housing units, older manufacturing concerns

are often pulled down; if not, as least new factories are not built.

The result of this is to remove some of the jobs that originally were

avail-abl-e withi:r the central city area. The answer, obviously enough,

is to build and encourage more factories, æd build public housing

units in the smaller torn¡ns and suburban areas where there is no large

scal-e blight.2

An artj-cle jn the Toronto Daily Star reports:

The federal government is giving serious consideration
to a computer study which concludes the cities are .wrong
to help the poor and that present urban renewal_ arrd pub-
lic housing schemes may be ruini¡g the citiest chances

lFrrrrln Jones, rrHelping the Poor
Toldrr, Toronto Dail-y Star, September

2Foruesterr op. cit., p, L3g,

Slows Citiest Growbh, Ottawa
6, t969 

"
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for econorn-ic survival...Robert Andras cited the study approv-
ingly when þe ar¡rounced a freeze on urban renewal schemes
last month,r

The article goes on to speculate that the consenquences of this

study may be to keep public housing to a nrinimum in the large cities,

build more in the suburbs, place more emphasis on the attracting of

industry and l-ess on provi-di-ng generous welfare benefi-ts, and to pro-

duce rra super-cauti-ous approach by Obtawa toward spending money in

the cities because the }[T study shows that i-rt nearly every case, fed-

eral grants distort and weaken the structure of the citiesrr.2

If only a few of these conclusions are implemented by the federal-

government, it will make thís study one of the most influencial com-

puter models in Canadian city planning. Thi-s model does not depend on

the collection of a large data base, and hence its conclusions are not

specific to any gi-ven city or situation; rather the model- depends on

the accuracy of the theory of urban change which it contains. The test

of this modells validity is whether i-t explains the growth of cities,

the decline of some and contjnued expansion of others, and whether the

individual equations which make up the model are satisfactory. They

must be reasonable in their relationships, contain sufficient variables,

a:rd be able to react i:r an expected manner to sudden large and unusual

situations. If the model is valid, it provides a good starting point

for the plarr-ner who states, rrFine, noÌ^I we Ic:ow what happens. Let us

build a model to shor^¡ where it happens - a growth all-ocation model-.rl

t-*Jonesr oF. cr-t.
c--.--Iþl_d.
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Summary of ModeÌ Examples

The Chicago Area Transportation Study used one of the first land.

use models; it was run on tabulating machines and included many sub-

jective staff decisions. Nevertheless, the results were adequate for

the purpose required, that of input to a transportation model, and

provided the first step towards the goal of being able to predict

land use patterns accurately through the use of conceptual and com-

puter models.

The model developed by the University of North Carolj:ra i-s basic-

ally a research tool. It is a test of a hypothesis of urban residen-

tial growth which assigns a score to undeveloped tand based on acces-

sibility factors, and allocates future growth proportionally to these

scores through a Monte Carlo technique.

The model study in Pittsburg has never been actually implemented,

but is still in the process of improvement. rt was during this study

that it became increasingly apparent that adequate and accurate data

is a prime requisite for a sophisticated model. The salne conclusion

was arui-ved at by Traffic Research Corporation with their Rnpiric

Model, particularly in its applicati-on in l{iruripeg. Accuracy test-

ing of the predictive output of the frnpiric model has not yet been

reported at the time of this writfurg. The model was verified by pre-

dicting a known year from a previous point in time, but as this was

the period for which the model was calibrated, no ner{ trends or fac-

tors coul-d enter during the prediction period. Nevertheless, this
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model is one of the most sophisticated exarnples of the rrblack boxrl

concept of modeling: a method whereby input variables are coryel-ated

to output variabl-es with tittle or no concern for the relationshi-ps

which happen internally. such a model represents a sophistication

of the wefl- lmo¡m prediction method of trend exbrapolation; the em-

ergence of new trends cannot be predicted by the model.

The san Francisco model is more of a housing market type than a

land use or location, The actual location of housing units of vari-
ous types is not important, ffid nonresidential uses are excluded. How-

ever, as the model forecast resj-dential buitding activity over a two

year period, it was possible to judge the accuracy of the modells pre-

di-ctions. The results were disappointing, &d indicated not only a

deficiency in data, but also a lack of comprehensive theory of the

urban housing market. Although not primarily intended as such, this

model also served as an educational experience for i_ts users, if only

in a negative way.

The dynanric simulati-on techniques of Foruester provid.e an alterna-

tive approach to urban modeling. fn this case, a great amount of d.ata

is not requíred, but a comprehensive theory is essential. However, such

an approach does anshrer the questions that growbh allocation models usu-

ally try to answer: namely, where i:r the metropolitan region is this

expected growth going to occur? The dynanr-ic simul-ation techni-que ex-

plains the long range changes which take place in all urban centres;

it does not explain to what extent a particular centre may differ from
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the norm, nor does it assist the plan:rer in making decisions concern-

ing the cityts infrastructure, except for the one point of encourag-

ing dow:etown i-ndustry.

The operation of urban growbh and. the firnctioning of an urban

society appear sti1l to be beyond the grasp of the theories avai-l-able

to understand, model and predict.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

Benefits of Computer Model- Use

One of the first questions to be asked by any agency doing com-

nrunity plarrring work is whether a computer model should be used in

their work, and what benefits it would provide. Although total costs

are not usually provided by model designers or users, the City Plarrring

Department of San Franci-sco estjmated that the cost of bringing their

experimental model up to a desi-red operational state woul-d. be between

$Z5OTOOO anA $5OOrOOO.1 The author has heard of estimates of about

$801000 to use an existing model in a new si-tuation. (Or the other

hand, the computer rwuring costs are very low: a fifty minute run on

a large computer to predict growbh figures for a city of four and a

hal-f nillion people ín 1)2 districts for five fi-ve-year intervals cost

roughly $:OO. ¡2 häth high costs like the above for total model devel-

opment, and the realization that data collectj-on costs wil-I force the

figure even higher, and that even after the e:cpenditure of this money

there is no guarantee of the accuracy of the resufts, one could quite

readily conclude that the benefits are not worth the cost.

At the present time, the models that have been described have as

their greatest benefit the gain in lcrowledge about the functions and

t-*Jones, op. cit.
2David R, Seidman, rrThe Present a¡rd. Futures of Urban Land. Use

Modelsril Proceedi-ngs of the Fourth Annual Conference on Urban Plan-
ning Information S ity

- ttq -
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groi,\rbh of an urban area, Models provide the ability to test various

hypotheses about the city with the ultimate goal being the development

of a model that actually works. The creation of a model, particularly

one of the behavioural type, perrnits a check for logical consísteney

in the theories involved. Tn addition, the process of mod.el design

and testing encourages cooperation a¡nong different professions and

backgrounds. The Susquaha¡rna River basin study forrnd yet another va-

lue to using a model; i-n diseucsi.:rg thc benefits of its use, the rbtucly

concluded:

First, the explicit nature of sueh models facil_itates
communication of what has been studied and the weight-
ing of the factors involved. Second, models can be
used to test the ímpact of alternative policies, a
factor extremely important to regional analysis and
planning. However, a third advantage of models that
i-s often overlooked concerns their usefulness in terms
of guiding the research studi_es that spavnr them. This
advantage is gained by using the model i¡ various stages
of refj¡ement to specify critical relationships requir-
ing further research effort.r

Given that one of the purposes of constructing land use change

or growth allocation models is to predict the future pattern of the

urban l-and use types, orle fur.ther questi-on to be asked is whether ac-

curate predi-ctions are necessary at all. Each plarrrring department

must decide to what degree their plans and recommendations regard.ing

pi-rhlic activity and er-pendituro ars to be dotenmincd by comc type of

predicti-on concerning population patterng in the future. To some d.e-

gree, the construction of subway and expressway routes d.o d.epend on

"t.,.-1".!i-l:.--:.t.: :i : :,:;.':

lH.R. Ham:ilton et al, op. cit., pp, 3 - tt.
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future pattern predictions. 0n the other hand, the designers of most

predicti-ve models use accessibility as a determinant of future $rowbh;

to that degree, highway and subway construction could be placed where

it was considered desirabl-e that growth take place rather than where

it was predicted to go naturally in the absence of the new transpor-

tation facilities. Perhaps it was the idea in the nrinds of British

planners that planning is a conscious decision to change trends that

resulted in theír objections to modeling mentioned by Cam:ina earlier

in the paper.

ïf models are primarily a tool for augmenti-ng knowledge of mar-

ket forces and growth parameters, then it could be concluded that a

urriversity environment, rather than an operational plarrnJ-ng depart-

mentowould be the best location for the design, construction and

testing of computer models. After exanining the problems of lim:ited

understanding of model use and operation, cumbersome analysis of re-

sults and inadequate informational support, the San Franci-sco Plar:ning

Department concludes:

To become effective, the model must be used. The final-
point may seem paradoxical for it can be asked, tff the
model is not now operational, in the effective sense,
what is the point of continuing to use i-t? r The ansv\ier
is that only through use can the various aspects of the
model be tested and proven out. Testing the effect of
the data upon the resul-ts, testing thq structure of the
model for inconsistencies, testing the computer progra¡n
to determine mechanical sources of error, these can only
be accomplished through repeated trials of the model-.
Houlever, this process is e:cpensive and time consuming.
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To attempt to accompl-ish it as a subsidiary activity given
the foregoing problems is unrearistic. orly an abiliiy to
comrnit both considerable amounts of time and money will
accomplish the goal of making it an effective operational
device. r

The answer would appear to be a joint effort between a university

and a ci-ty planning department to design, produce and use a computer

growbh model: the city providing data and data collection as a by-

product of other pla:rning and governmental operations; the university

providing theories, student man hours and computer expertise. The

city gains predictions, the wriversity knowledge.

Areal Exbent

If it is decided to utilize a model- to provid.e the best possible

prediction of future growth, (even if not completely accurate) tne

next question concerns what area the model is to cover, rf a plan-

ning department or agency with jurisd.iction over only a limited area

is going to use a growth model, such a question d.oes not usually arise.

However, if the agency that is planning to utitize a computer model is
a state or provincial government, then this question must be answered.

One such as the Empiric model developed by Traffic Research Cor-

poration creates a series of mathematical relationships linking popu-

lation growbh and land use change in the past to other identifiable

variables within the model area. T'he relative growth amounts for

lqtutr" of the San Francisco Simulation Model op. cit., pp. 26-27.
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subareas are then related to an independ.ent estimate of total growbh

arrd cha:rge. As the area covered by the model becomes smaller, the

chances of random variables or outside inffuences become greater

due to the lack of averaging out or smoothing these fluctuations.

A model nrn at a provincial level could distribute the provincers

expected growth to subareas withi¡ the province. For larger cities,
a further model courd take the growth assigned to it by the provin-

cial model and distri-bute it throughout the area of the city. Thus

two models would be required to make predictions for a metropolita¡

area. However, the coarseness of the distribution at the provincial

level- would probably be too great for the resurts to be used by a

small town, and yet the data cost to permit this provincial model

to provide proper input to the city model courd be prohibitively

high. The conclusion would appear to be that this type of mod.eling

technique, the bl-ack box method where predictions are based on arL

analysis of many factors, i-s best suited for a large metropolitan

area and preferably one that is somewhat isolated from outside in-
I -.lluence.- It is possibly for this reason that the Canadian Corincil

of urban and Regional Research decided. on lrlinnipeg as the rocati-on

for testing the Empiric Model. what, though, would be the best loca-

tion to choose in an area such as southern ontario? The growth pat-

terns of the areas around Toronto are influenced by the presence of

fThi" conviction grew out of discussion with I4r. Martin sinclair
head of the Department of
Planning Branch, Dept, of

Research and Special
Municipal Affairs.

Studies, Community
(Province of û:tario)
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Toronto, the major provìlciat highway network and the amount of in-
dustry which the larger centres tspin offr to smal-ler ones. Even if
the entire area arorirrd Toronto is chosen as the basis for the model,

this region is infl-uenced by Detroit, Buffalo and Montreal, and by

proxfurity to major transportation routes to the rest of the united.

states.l The alternative to such a brack box method, which requíres

a great deal of data to achieve statistical reliability, is to use a

model which simulates the actual decisions mad.e jn decid.ing on a neïü

Ìocation for either residence or emplo¡nnent. unfortunately, as rúas

discovered in Pittsburg and san Francisco, such an approach still_ re-
quires a large data base, plus an adequate theory of land use change,

which presently is not available.

The Future of Land Use Models

Although the constructj-on and use of a land use model is expen-

sive, a:rd the accuracy of the results is not certain, it is only

through continued design and experimentation that a useful worki:rg

model will be developed. Several streams of development ca¡ be seen

for the near future. One of these is the continued expansion of com-

puter hardware to pernr-it larger models and collections of data to be

run and used faster, and at a lower cost than is presently possi_ble.

The development of new devices, such as more versatile optical page

readers, will lower the cost of input and data corlection. These

machines, plus a greater use of connections between different com-

'l
-The Ford plant produci¡g Maverick cars was located at st. Thomas

because of its location between Chicago and New York, atrd between De-troit, Buffalo and Toronto.
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puter systems, hli1l i¡crease the amount of data avail-able for future

work.

As histori-cal fi-gures are often necessary to design and cali-
brate a model, the information that i-s being collected today will pro-

vide the base information for more complex and sophisticated techni-

ques in the future. More and more agencies are coming to use com-

puters, and familiari-zation with the machines and techniques of pro-

grarrmúng is a necessary first step to havíng people involved wj_th

community planning question what further use can be made of avai-l-able

machines. At the same time, the use of computer terminal-s wi-ll become

more widespread and more persons will have the opportunity to communi-

cate on a back-and-forth basis with a computer system in order'_.to try
out theories that may be useful- ín further mod.el_ design. Forrester

comments that the study he perforrned would never have been completed

had he not had a computer termjnal in his office at home.l

I¡Iith the continued increase of computer hardware and d.ata bases,

the development of theories and techniques will also conti¡ue. More

plarurers will come to view the city and region as a system of activi-
ties involving people at various l-ocations, and. will_ both d.emand and

supply hypotheses and models which explain the intricacies of the sys-

tem. As the need becomes more apparent to develop a rüay of exanri:r-

an interconnected entity, more time

the model development process.

ing the metropolitan regi_on

and funds will be al-located

9q

+^

-l'or.z.est ez, .ln ni f. ñ Yvvr , vy. v¿u., p. 
^.
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Model- types discussed in this paper ca¡ be divided into two main

groups: tbl-ack box? or regression models; and sjmulation or behav-

ioural-.

The main distinction. . .between regression and behavioural
model-s is that the regressi-on modefs alrow great ffexi-
bility in the selection of parameters, and assume simple
linear or non-linear relationships between the dependent
and independent vari-ables, whereas behaviourar models gen-
erally involve considerably more complex structuring of
the relationships of the variables, md inject consider-
ably greater amounts of the i¡dividual analystrs views on
the extent and manner in ryhich the independent variables
influence the dependents.f

Both types of models have had problems in the past, often relate¿

to data, either its lack of quarity or quarltity, and also related to

the relevance of the implied theories, to stability of results, and

to handling of unusual situations. One development that can be fore-

seen is a co-ordinating of these two approaches into one effort,

"..in which the regression moders are no ronger arlowed
the e:rbreme frexibility of parameter choice that they
have had up to now, and will_ be infused with a greater
structural complexity more closely resembling the mar.ner
irt which urban analysts view the urban system. I see
the behavioural modelists using more of the regression
types of methods to obtain certain parameters needed.2

tr{hether this drawing together will result i¡l one super model, or

a series, each member of which speciali-zes in a different technique or

part of the overall problem, is not apparent at the moment. But most

definitely, more urbart theory will have to be included withi:r the model-

design if accurate resul-ts are to be expected., ¿nd if the model is to

1^Seidman, op. cit., p. L23.

2mi¿ ,, p. r24.
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be used to increase our Ìcrowledge of availabl-e social afternatives.

Conclusion

It is obvious that an approach must be developed. to pernrit analy-

sis of the city as a whole, and that a computer system will have to be

used because of the amount of data involved. ûne effect of the devel-

opment of models to date has been the increase in the number of alter-
natives available for the plannerls considerati-on. These model tech-

niques wil-Ì thus infl-uence the whole framework of organizing planning

problems,

If such techniques are to become widespread, there are
clear implications for planning methods as well as
trailing. The whole art of framing a problem i:r terms
appropriate and suffi_ciently precise that it has a
mathematical sofution needs considerable experience
and experti-se. Further, the planneris approach to
problems may have to be changed. To make his task
easier, the planner up to now has been obliged to
restrict the nu:nber of possibilities examined so that
he can cope with the decisions. However, prescriptive
models are most useful when the problem is complex arrd
the situation genuinely offers numerous soluti_ons. ff
there are only few real alternatives, the plan:eer can
comprehend and analyse them for himself but this may
not occur as often as has been thought in the past. A
restricti_ve attitude used to be essential but if com-
puters are available, one carr afford to approach each
situation more flexibly. r

As far as output from the computer is concerned, some of the re-

sults of the model runs produced information that was already ]cror¡,m

or at least suspected, but was confirmed by the analysis provided by

the computer. For example, the Boston area stud.y discovered that i:r

1
Camina, op. cit., p. 128.
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all cases but one, the presence of an activity in a subarea at the

beginning of a period of study was inversely proportional to the pre-

sence of that variable at the end of the period; i.e. the zones be-

ca.Tne more heterogenous. The one exception was low income population.

fn only that instance did the presence in a zone of the same activity
at the beginning of the time interval i-nduce increased. growth in the

regional share of the activity within the subarea. This is striki_ng

statistical evidence of the increasing concentration and ghettoism of

the low income fanrily.l

In the same study i-t was also found. that increased accessibility

to major roads did not positively affect the growbh of low income groups,

indicating that they lacked the resolrrces to take advantage of the re-

gional highway system. However, the high income groups were not assis-

ted in their growth by increased accessibility either, perhaps ind.i-

catlng that they would rather pay higher transportation costs in tjme

and money i-n order to enjoy other resi-dentiaf amenities which they de-

sired. ûrly the very large middle income group ercleibited. the concern

for improved highways which has been taken for granted. with these

types of findings emerging from the analysis and manipulation of other

variables, the plarr:eer is j-n a better posi-tion to rinderstand. where the

changes in the society must be made in ord.er to red.uce undesirable sit-
uations and encourage desirable ones.

lTraffic Research Corporation, op. cit,



The use of models and modeling techniques forces plarurers and

other decision makers to make explicit the problems in the fi-el-d of

plaruring and the concepts of plaruring itself. rt is an advantage of

the model-s that they necessi-tate the tra¡rslati-on of vague ideas and

goals into precise and quantifi-able statements, and to make clear the

relationships between these goals and the present urban situati-on.

There is a place in the planning operatíon for growth altocation models,

even il their present state of development, pointing out the most likely
pattern of growth based on past trends. TLie model provides a i^ray to or-

ganize the data from the area receiving attention, and to.demonstrate,

in a rel-ative way, the probable effects of di-fferent policy decisions

on the future land use pattern, But the greatest benefit from computer

models would appear to come from theír actual- constrr-rction. TLre model

acts as an objective device around which di-fferent persons representi-ng

di-fferent social theories and prioriti-es can work towards the develop-

ment of one goal system for their city.

computer models are defj¡ritely not the be-al-l- and end-all which

elimj¡rates the need for plan::ers, but rather they are a mear.s of or-

ganizing theories and data about urban areas; a means to test hypothe-

ses; and a base on which to build a better r:::derstanding of the process

of urban Erowbh.



APPEND]N A

GRAPHTCAL OI-]'IPUT ffiAMPLE

The following example demonstrates the use of an IBM 1403 printer

as an output-graph device. The printer has L32 prinL positions, Ðd

this limits the accuracy that ca:r be demonstrated. The example shovun

is the result of cal-culations made on data read in from cards, &d

shows the percentage of the Canadian total for cheques cashed account-

ed for by each of the top slx citi-es and for 1¡lestern Canada as a whole.

The accuracy is to one haL-f of one percent, and the plot character for

Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, hlinrripeg, Ed-monton and Calgary is the

first letter of the cityts na.Tne. The asterísk (+t) is used to repre-

sent the total of the four western provinces. The coloured lines

have been added to three of the graphs for added claríty. 'ldhere two

cities are tied for position, only one character is shoun, as for

l{innipeg and Vancouver in L955, L956, L966 arñ L967.
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APPMTDU B

G.P.S.S. EXA-}4PI,E

The rBM General Purpose systems simulator (cpss) is a program

to calculate averages, percentages and performance figures for sys-

tems involving probabilistic functions. The small example illustra-
ted is depicting a car-wash facility with cars arri_ving at di_fferent

times, ffid with each car requiring two rnlnutes to move through the

washer. The question to be answered. is how much of a queue wi-ll

develop waiting for the car wash as both a maximum and an average

figure. The resul-ts, based entirely on the arrival function (plvz)

indicate that the queue will contain an average of 14.3 cars, with

a ma:c1mum length of 2J, and that it will never be empty.

Although the example is very simpre, much more difficurt prob-

lems, including more than one facility, queue hopping, a range of

throughput tjmes and others, cou].d. be handl_ed. with relative ease.

-r28-
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APPENDIX C

THE KATRS, PEAT, MARI^IICK & CO. STIIÐY

After the completion of this paper, the fi¡rat report of Kates,

Peat, Manrick & co.ls work in'vrlinnipeg Ïras published. rt comments

on the di-fficulty of establishing an adequate data base for the

mode], and on the use of questionnaires to coll-ect information.

rt was fel-t that although the response to the questi-onnaire was

disappointi-ng, the technique m-lght be refined to be more generarly
fappracaore.

The note of optimism on which the companyls report ends will

be a great encouragement to planners who woul-d further the use of

computers in their field:

...although there rüere some rather difficul_t problems
resulting from the unavailability of data, it is felt
that the reliability of the Growbh Allocation Model_
developed in this study is sufficient to i-ndicate
considerable promise for this type of model as a re-
search a.nd plaming tool. I/üith more and better d.ata,
there would be virtually no lindt to the i-ncreased
planning insight that could be gal-ned from the d.e-
velopment and application of a^model i^/-ithin the frame-
work described in this report.¿

'ì-Kates, Peat, Marwick & Co., Developjng a Growth Allocation
Plocedure for.Fgrecasting Land Use in a Metropoli_t¿n Regi_on,
(Toronto: L969), p. L - 3.

2-...'Ibid,,Þ.L-3,
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